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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, APRIL 21,
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MADERO INSISTS

bulla, yesterday and blew up with
dynamite a church In which many
federal soldier had congregated. It
U said many federals were killed.
San Pedro, Coa bulla, has been cap
tured by the rebels.
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THOS.
DIES
west Palm Beach. Fla.. ADril 21- .1j 1 1 1 1 1
1 111 Thomas L.
Chadbourne of Houghton,
'
w
Mien., formerly counsel for the Calu
met and Hecla Copper Mining com
pany and one of the largest stock
holders In that company, fell dead on
the porch of his winter home in this
city. Heart disease caused his death
He was 70 years old and had retired
from active business.
Besides his
THE DELEGATION IN C0NGRES3 share in the famous
copper mines he J. PIERPONT MORGAN'S riMm.
had large interests in the east and
WANTS
HIM NOMINATED
DATE SUCCEEDS LATE
was one of the best
FOR PRESIDENT
corpoartion law
PAUL MORTON
yers in Michigan. His wealth Is esti
,
mated at several million dollars. The
WILL GET DUSY AT, ONCE body is to be burled here.
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head o th e
of Pennsylvania,
will shortly resign, according to an
announcement made at the Church
House here. In a letter addressed to
Nacozarl In Rebel Hands
the clergy and latty of the diooese
Naeozari, Sonora, April 21. An
under date of yesterday, the bishop,
tonio Rojas with two hundred fifty
over his signature, says that, with
rebels entered this town today. Operathe approval of the standing commit
ONLY COURSE OPEN
TO AVOID tions of the
big copper companies EL AMES FAILURE ON THE CON tee, he will ask for the election of
COMPLICATIONS WITH THE
were not Interfered with.
FUSION
OF THIS WITH
blshopcoadjuctor and one bishop
UNITED STATES
PEACE PROPO0SAL
suffragan at the annual convention to
Durango May Also Fall
be held on May 9. The action of the
uurango, niex., April 21. it is re
has been presaged by many
READY TO ATTACK THE CITY
bishop
ported here that following the capture MADERO REJECTS OVERTURES conflicts
recently with clergymen, es
of Papasquiro by rebels, there has
those
who held different
pecially
TOJIS
a
REPLY TO been general uprising on the ranches RETIREMENT
HOWEVER, PENDING
OF PRESIDENT DIAZ views regarding certain canons,
DECISION
IS
and
in
the
REACHED
FOLLOW
M,
p.
NEW,
re
BANKERS
the
villages throughout
LATEST DEMAND, ASSAULT
NEW YORK 8TATE SUPERINTEND
OR ATTACK ON JUAREZ
Nejw York, April 21. The gap left
The number of rebels now
gion.
ING CONFERENCE IN
IS DELAYED
ENT OF INSURANCE
HIS ULTIMATUM
in the Missouri Pacific directorate
LED
under arms in that section Is said
SHACKLED, KEPT IN CORNER
by
the resignation of Kuhn, Loeb and
to be about 2.000.
It Ik rennrterl that
FIGHT AGAINST HIM
Chattanooga, Tenn., April 21 "Bob
company s representatives, when Geo.
llAKKIMIN AW A S KtHfcLS thev ha Evaded the haciendas Ta THE GOVERNMENT
Seay, a young white man convicted
IS NOTIFIED at
ooao ana uuutimape, near Santiago,
Dalton of disorderly conduct, was FEAR SPEAKER CHAMP CLARK uouia rorced the election of B. F.
SALARY $50,000 A YEAR
Bush as president of the
and driven off a large number of live
fined $4 yesterday, with the alterna
road, have
AMERICAN ARMY OFFICERS COMbeen filled with the selection of James
stock, mostly horses. Should the reb- ANSWER
IGNORING
nrim&iuns tive of paying the fine or going to THE MISSOURIAN BELIEVED
TO Speyer of the
PLIMENT FEDERALS ON
els attack this city, which is the
jail. He chose to live on the citv for
banking firm of Speyer HE HAD BEEN VICE PRESIDENT
ANTICIPATED BY CONFIBE MOST FORMIDABLE
and company, and H. I. Miller, receiv
FORTIFICATIONS
capital of the state, it would be no
time. Dalton has no chain gang and
OF BIG ASSURANCE
SOCIETY
DENTIAL AGENT
er of the Buffalo & Susquehanna railRIVAL JUST NOW
e could not be put to work. Seay's
surprise to the residents, nor would
FOR
SOME
TIME
Us capture be a surprise.
road. Mr. Miller will serve in an adankles were encased In shackles and
Washington, April 21. Confusion
visory capacity. They succeed Paul
was commanded to stand on a
rf El Paso. Tex., jApril 21. it
21.
The
Ohio
Washington, April
as to the interpretation of the armisNew York, April 21.
No Thought of Complications
Warburg and Cornelius Vanderbilt.
street corner, the most prominent in smocratic
the Mexican government would
Against the
afin
delegation
congress,
Is
tice
believed
advice
of Superintendent Hotchkisa of
Mexico
Dr.
by
City, April 21. In the neVasquez Go- the city, to be gazed at by passers-by- .
f avoid international complications,the state department of insurance
gotiations relative to the Incidents mez, confidential agent of the Mex He was forbidden to sit down and a ter scanning the political horizon,
it must Immediately order GenFRENCH TROOPS FACE DEATH
ican revolutionists, to be responsible fire hose was
and its trustees, the Equitable Life
out
the
towards
Neb
of
battle
of
growing
particularly
Missouri,
evacuate
to
eral
Juarez
Agua
Navarro
in
to
readiness
kept
f
Paris, April 21. A dispatch to the Assurance
Prleta, there is nothing that can re- fcr the hitch in the truce which ha;l drench him if he disobeyed orders. He raska and New Jersey, today decided
at once. This is the ultimatum
Society, by a vote of its
Matin
from Tangier says that the
sult in any friction
between the Deen partly arranged with the Mex- soon paid the balance of the fine.
f sent by Madero to Dr. Gomez at- Mexican
to "shuck" coats and go to work in situation of Captain Bremond's col board of directors late yesterdav
elected William A. Day, J. Pierpont
governments ican government, and which yesterf Washington today, to be com- - These areand American
earnest to boom Governor Judson umn is desperate. In a letter to a
d
being conducted by both day Madero rejected. Gomez
Morgan's candidate, to succeed the
munlcated to the Mexican govHarmon for the presidential nomina friend, Bremond says:
late Paul Morton as president of the
Madero today not to confuse
governments In a spirit of cordiality
f ernment. In addition, Madero and
"It is not au revoir, but adieu."
tion in 1912. That he will have for
at a salary of $50,000 a year,
frlenship, and, although delicate, the armistice proposition with the PROGRESSIVES OF
has sent word that he Is well
Another ofllcer has written friends. society,
an
amicable
be peace proposal which Is to follow.
as against the $80,000 a year
should
midable rivals is conceded. It is said
f aware of the differences between reached. Thisagreement
paid to
giving his last instructions regarding
is the substance of th Madero's ultimatum that he will atf the proposed armistice and the
a majority of those present thought the disposition "of his affairs. He Mr. Morton. No vice president was
SENATE IGNORED
message delivered to the chamber of tack Juarez today unless assured
chosen to succeed Mr. Day.
peace negotiations. Madero has
Speaker Champ Clark was the one to says that unless a miracle happens The
Minister
of
Af
deputies
by
evacmat resident Diaz will resign, has
board also went on record for
f taken the position that the - fairs de La Barra. At Foreign
he
considers himself lost.
look out for Just now.
4- uation of Juarez is essential
the request of been formally communicated to the
bemutuallzation, continued the present
he appeared before It late Mexican government. Dr. Gomez Is COMMITTEE
ON
COMMITTERS
committee on mutuallzation, and Inf fore he will consider an armls- -- f that body and
an
re
made
exhaustive
yesterday
NOT
JUSTICE SWIFT IN THIS CASE
tioe.
establishof
is
desirous
He
TO
not
RECOGNIZE
structed it to
THEM
as
f
to a favorable r.
SKYSCRAPER
optimistic
with the
Freehold. N. .J., April 21. Jersey trustees and with Mr. Morgan.
lng headquarters from which to f port on the international relations af sponse.
AS ORGANIZATION"
New York, April 21. Plans have
The vote stood 28 for Mr. Day and
f conduct formal negotiations with fecting Mexico and the United States
ben filed with thb building department justice, famtously swift, achieved a
new
regard
record
a
in
case
f the Mexican government. The 4 He said practically nothing
here
three
capital
WRECK
buildagainst, and later was made
,
DELAYS TRAINS
Washington, April 21. The pro for the construction of a
conducted to
f reply of the Mexican government lng negotiations being
iCue to the derailment of several gressive republicans in the senate re ing on the south side of Maiden Lane. when F"ranb Heldemann, who murder-dere- unanimous. Thomas Bpratt, chairman
peace, because as he pri
Marie Smith of
f is expected to be received here
of the committee on reorglnzatlon
freight cars near Canyonclto, traffic ceived a serious
today when The structure will be erected for the
vatoly explained, the Mexican gov from
and it Is very probable that the
Park early last November, was said after the meeting that there had
was
the
west
Fire
rea
of
vote
seven
to
consider
Companies
by
four
Building
corporation
the
delayed
attack on Juarez will be post- - f ernment aoes not recognize tie ex- ably last night. The wrecker was
of murder In the first de been no opposition to Mr. Duv on
"Eighty Maiden convicted
publican committee on committees de and will be known as
istence of the rebels; officially there sent out from
lifter a trial lutln
gree
Vbm trusthirteen personal pomdi trot
rf poned until It arrives. It la not
The
18
will
hlstlv
Iine."
buildingnot
to
Las
cleared
the
and
ban
cided
Vegas
recognise
progressive
hours and fifteen minutes.
tees and Superintendent HotchkHs
the track in a short time. No I. the republicans formal
f believed this will be before mid- - have been no negotiations.
as an organiza speed elevators and will be absolutely
believed the election should have been
fireproof throughout. The facade will
night.
Chicago limited, which Is due here at tion.
postponed until a definite mutuallza11:10 p. m., was delayed and No. S,
The action was taken on the reso be of brick with limestone and terra
tion plan had been effected.
NEGRO LYNCHED BY
due to arrive at 1:15, a. m zot here lution of Senator La Follette, giving cotta trimmings. On the top floor CONVICT IS PARDONED
Both Armies Marking Time
shortly before 3 o'clock. The cause the progressives
of the will be the kitchen and. dining room
for the offices of the corporations. The
21.
armies
of
The
the
to
was
these
El
the
Tex.,
trains
April
, Paso,
delay
FOLLOWING OPERATION DEMOCRATS FILE PROTESTS
MOB INJENTUCKY
republican membership on all reguof. Madero and Diaz are marking
wreck of a freight near Kingman, lar committees, Galllnger, Lodge, cost of the proposed latest addition to
Clovis, N. M., April 21. The lead
the skyscraper district is placed at
Ariz., Wednesday. No. 2, wMch ordin
time this morning. Madero has gven
ing democrats and citizens of Clovis
Penrose, Heyburn, Warren, Smoot, $1,000,000.
BELIEVED
THAT NEVADA MUR and Curry county are aroused over the
word he will not attack Juarez before VICTIM DRAGGED FROM HIDING arily arrives here at 9:10 o'clock each and Bradley voted against the
In
night, was the train to suffer the
effort on the part of a few
DERER WAS INSANE WHEN
this afternoon, unless attacked.
PLACE, HANGED AND BODY
greatest delay. It was over five hours
side the heavily fortified town are 7"0
TWENTIETH BABE WELCOMED
leaders, who claim to repre
HE KILLED MAN
RIDDLED
late.
sent the democracy of New Mexico,
loyal soldiers of Diaz waiting for the
Wakefield, Mass., April 21. Mr. and
CATHOLICS AFTER CARNEGIE
in Washington to defeat statehood t.t
Mrs. John White of this place are
lattack. Outside, Madero (anjd his
21. Will
Carson,
Nev., April 21. Following
Ky.,
Livermore,
April
New York, April 21. Father Cava
BACHELOR
ELECTED
MAYOR
this
time
from
and
far
well fitted army, Is waiting for Presi Potter, a
congratulations
proposing amendments to
receiving
negro, was the central figure
an operation on his skull, Frank Ev the New byMexico
Dame near
'constitution before
Chicago, April 21. St. Charles, 111., naugh, president of the Notre
the birth of their twentieth
dent Diaz to send word he is willing in a
upon
citilaBt
when
fifty
night
of the Notre
tragedy
a
child. The latest
arrival In the erett, sent to state's prison for life the house committee on territories.
to realm. This they declare is the zens dragged him upon the opera has a new mayor. He Is young and university, atof dinner
New York, last night
bachelor and his name is Edward Dame club
l,
White family is a girl weighing eight lu 1906 for the murder of Round- Telegrams have been sent from
only thing that will prevent an at- house stage, and after hanging him,
Andrew Carnegie
a
that
made
plea
Hunt.
Hunt's
chief
Mayor
Tucumcarl and other
campaign
on
pounds. Mr. and Mrs. White have been house Foreman E. Malone in Mina,
Juarez.
Portales,
tack
riddled his body with bullets. Potter
endow Catholic schools and colleges married 24
hours lon- had shot and killed Frank Mitchell, pledge to the voters who elected him
years and plan to have Nev., has been conditionally pardon- strongholds of the .democracy of New
"I will wait twenty-fou- r
as well as undenominational ones. "Mr. a celebration when the silver
B.
a
over
his
Frank
sur
will
wedding
he
by
if
Hunt,
uncle,
ger for Diaz to decide
21 years old, while' in a quarrel.
is donating his 'own course milestone Is reached. Included in their ed by the board of pardons. His Mexico, signed by, leading democrats,
1 vote, was "elect me and I'll Carnegie
to
which denounce every effort which
render the presidency," said Madoro
What the pair quarreled about is
by failing to give to Catholic Instituare three pairs of twins. Mr. continued freedom depends on his has been made to block or delay stateyesterday to a delegation that visited not known. A pistol shot was heard take a bride before my term expires." tions," Father Cavanaugh said. "These family
future conduct. Everett's relatives hood.
'
'
his camp In an endeavor to bring and the negro was seen fleeing from Frank B. Hunt was mayor of St. Institutions are the mainstay of the White and his wife are of French
he
insane
he
when
claimed
shot
was"
extraction.
about an armistice.
the scene. News spread rapidly that Charles for fourteen years.
religious spirit. Nimble intellects and
Foreman Malone upon the latter's reAmerican army officers comment Mitchell had been killed and the citiathletic bodies never yet made a plea
fusal to provide a speedy locomotive
favorably upon the completeness of zens began searching for Potter. 411
great.
for him. After four years of effort SOCIALISTS WANT
REAPPORTIONMENT
HURLED
GLASS EYE
the Juarez fortifications. The garri- were armed. Potter was captured by
the pardon board the prisoner
before
son has" several field guns and thre3 Marshal Stabler and placed in the
PARTY LINES FORGOTTEN
was operated upon for the removal of
TROOPSWITHDRAWN
BILL BEFORE HOUSE a
or four machine guns posted effective- city jail. Hearing the mob approaching
AT COURT'S FEET Washington, April 21. State and
foreign growth in the skull and a
Juarez
In
surrounds
swore
marshal
dozen
the
a
rebel
The
army
depu
ly.
party affiliation were broken repeatsmall section of bone was cut out,
on the northwest, west and south- ties and the prisoner was rushed to
edly In the house of representatives IDENTICAL WITH CRUMPACKER releasing pressure on the brain. Ev- PETITIONS OF 90,000 PEOPLE
TRIAL iu the
west. It is officially stated in Suarez the opera house, where he was hidden WITNESS IN CAMORRIST
concluding hours of the fight
erett recovered nominal mentality
PRESENTED TO CONGRESS
MEASURE WHICH DIED ON
that General Rabago. is enroute from beneath the stage. A messenger was
AT VITERBO CAUSES A
on the Canadian reciprocity bill.
and the doctors said his case had
TODAY
sent
he
for
before
some
but
the
CALENDAR
sheriff,
heavy artillery
Chihuahua with
denounced their fellow demoNEAR PANIC
been Jacksonian epilepsy, which is
and cavalry to reinforce the garrison. arrived the mob had taken the place
crats-for
supporting a republican procurable. In the segment of bone was
To this the rebel commanders say: and the negro had been captured.
and republicans
21. Of all the tective principle;
Washington, April 21. A bill re- a rusty needle.
Washington, April 21. Ninety thou
Viterbo,
April
Italy,
"We are not afraid of bugaboos. Wo
methods adopted by the Camorrlst hurled criticism against their fellow apportioning' the membership of the
sand citizens of the united btates
will take Juarez when we can. If the
T(0 ADJOURN MAY SIXTH
to excite sympathy or in- republicans for marching with the house of representatives and almost
prisoners
petitioned congress today to "withdraw
Denver, April 21. The senate to- cite riot
federals then attack us it will be our
heir trial for mur- democrats toward the free trade goal. identical with the Crumpacker bill, ELECTION OFFICIALS SENTENCED
during
Mexican border.
busineslTto defend ourselves."
day concurred in the house resol
New Orleans, April 21. Twelve the troops from the
which passed the house last session,
none exceeded in novelty and efder,
bundles
The United States troops that have tion, providing for the sien die ad- fectiveness that of Castano Esposito,
but died in the senate, has been re- election officials of New Orleans, who Three men lugged the huge
COFFINS SENT TO FRONT
have
Bliss
6.
Fort
near
of
the
teen camped
journment
legislature Mas
who at the end of a mad harangue
Galveston, Tex., April 21. It , is ported by the committee "on census. recently pleaded guilty to ballot box of. petitions to the speaker's platform.
moved down to the city and are now There was no election in today's sen- today, tore a glass eye from his head learned here that the war depart- It provides for a membership of 433. stuffing, were sentenced today to 8 They were submitted by Victor Berger,
camped close to the border. Detach- atorial ballot. Adams got the solid and hurling it at the feet of the presi- ment had ordered 500 coffins shipped No state loses any members in the months imprisonment each.
the socialist member from Wisconsin,
vote.
ments are guarding the international
and
dent, stampeded the court room. As from New York via this port to house by the reapportionment
who said the names were from every
and suspension bridges.
One member
he bared his face, disfigured with points , in Texas. No explanation of the following gain:
state except Delaware and every ter
comColorado
Just before noon Madero declared
is
Florida, BLIND HORSE KICKS
each
Alabama,
cargo
from
gruesome
this
to
the
the horrified spectators,
why
cuts,
that "nothing has occurred up to this DIRIGIBLE BALLOON
ritory but Alaska.
Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Michigan,
other prisoners broke out In a tumult ing can be obtained here.
time to make me change my mind
North
Dakota,
Minnesota, Montana,
of shouts and curses in the midst of
JEWELS JNTO STREET
about attacking Juarez."
Rhode Island, South
Ohio, Oregon,
which Castano dropped to the floor
JOE JEANNETTE WINS
WITH
MEETS
MISHAP
The saloons of Juarez were ordered
West
and
Virginia.
Dakota, Utah
In a faint. President BaanchI declar- DIAZ ORDERS BLATT
New York, April 21 Joe Jeannette
closed at noon by General Navarro,
the
GEMS
ed
WORTH
SCATTERED
suspended.
temporarily
sitting
$200,000
the colored heavyweight of this city,
,
and the military has taken charge of THE PARSEVAL
MAD CHILD BITES MOTHER
BOUND
FROM
ANIMAL
WHEN
WENT
I
Al
FREED
out
the
CONVERSE
knocked
AND
21.
Kukiak,
the Houot stocks.
Michigan
New
York,
April
COULON OUTPOINTS M'GOVERN
BERLIN
TO
AMSTERDAM
THROUGH WINDOW
Susie Mandoline lay in agony,
21. Johnny
giant, in the ninth round of the ten- Wis., April
Kenosha,
IN
LANDS
SWAMP
Federals Busy at Agua Prleta
in
her
home,
round contest for which they met at
Coulon had a big shadn over 'Phil AMERICAN BOYS HELD PRISON- - dying of hydrophobia
New York, April 21. A blind horse
Agua Prleta, Sonora, April 21. The
boitt-laNo. 3 Wentworth place, North BerMcGovern In their
National Sporting club last night. I
the
ERS AT JUAREZ FINALLY
federal garrison today began strengthBrunswick, Germany, April 21.
gen, N. J., last night, with her mother today kicked his way through two big
but McGovern was a damse'retis
night,
had an advantage of nearly
Kugiak
town.
this
of
The dirigible balloon Parseval VI met man for the
RELEASED
ening the fortifications
bending over her, trying to control plate glass windows In a jewelry 20
champion in each r"mid
adobe
in weight, which gave him .
a
ten
with
are
miles
of
here
pounds
north
heavy
Lane
Oonl-obuilding
corner
mishap
of Maiden
They
her. The child frothed at the month store at the
except the last. At times be had
a
two
breastworks and ramparts south and today while on a trip from Berlin to
lead in the first two
sent
could
animal
The
21.
temporary
and
President
a
Mexico
bad
Broadway.
in trouble. McGovern
great
"City, April
and at times her paroxysms
Amsterdam and was forced to make
east of the city.
of
worth
renil
dollars
broke
hundred
thousand
him
she
ordered
Immediate
Coulon
the
Diaz
outboxed
but
tired quickly after that
not
controlled.
he
but
rounds,
Finally
be
today
punch,
a rough landing. Her ten passen- the way and his boxing made it impos- lease of Ediwin H. Blatt and Law- from the mother, and as the latter diamonds In, the, window flying Into
and Jeannette had the fight all hi
Rebels Blow up Church
gers escaped injury and the airship sible for McGovern to land The crowd rence Converse, the two American again seized her In her arms, the the street. Policemen had all they own way. He wore his opponent down
Eagle Pass, Tex., April 21. Unoffi- was not seriously damaged, although "was all with McGovern an, CouVm boys, arrested some time ago by fei child with her teeth tore Mrs.
could do to control the great crowd by pounding his face 'with left jabs
cial reports received here are that she lies partly submerged in a was repeatedly hissed for his' rough eral troops and who have been ini
fell
back, gaspe4,cand which watched the proprietors and bile he punished his body 1th 'neavjr
cheek,
Mexican rebels' attacked Parras, Coa- - swamp.
'
work.
'
clerks gather up. the gems.
..
was dead.
prisoned at Juarez for some time.
f
right uppercuts.
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REMARKING NEWlOFFJCIALS OF THE GEN .SAM HOUSTON PROBING RUBBER
MEXICO-TEXA- S

BOUNDARY

SANTA FE HOLD

MONUMENT IS

STOCK SELLING

MEETING

UNVEILED

DEALINGS
'

l)

ALLEGES $600,000
HUNTSVILLE, TEXAS, THE GOVERNMENT
BATTLE
HAS BEEN SECURED
OF SAN JACINTO
WAS CELEBRATED TODAY
FRAUDULENTLY '

WRITES ALBUQUERQUE SCENE OF IMPOROF HIS EXPERIENCES AS
TANT CONFERENCE OF

AT

COCKRELL

BRASS COLLARS

COMMISSIONER

Washington, April 21.
Francis M. Cockrell of Missouri has
written his son, Allen Cockrell of
some of his experiences as a member
of the commission appointed to settle
the boundary dispute between New
Mexico and Texas. General Cockrell
started from Monohan, Tex., April 15,
for a
drive to the southeastern corner of New Mexico. In a letter to Allen Cockrell Just received by.
the latter, be says:
"In Abilene I got three pairs 't
blankets, a cloth hatcap, glasses U
protect my eyes from sand, and Mr.
Griffin lent me his single barrel Winchester shotgun, shooting five times
by pulling the trigger once, and a
slicker large enough to wear over my
overcoat. Here I have bought towels
and a khaki pair of pants large
enough to wear over my other clothing."
General Cockrell was retired from
the Interstate Commerce Commission
Janaury 1. He waa appointed on the
boundary commission by President
Taft to represent New Mexico. Sam
R. Scott, an attorney of Waco, Tex.,
Is the commissioner on behalf of Texas. The party will live In the open for
three monthB. General Cockrell is
76 years old.
.

NEW CATTLE COMPANY
Santa Fe, N. M., April 21. The Re
treat Land and Cattle company filed
Incorporation papers In the office of
Nathan Jaffa
Territorial Secretary
is Innew
The
company
yesterday.
corporated with $3,000 of stock, conat $100 each.
sisting of 30 shares
The main office is at 101 San Francisco street, this city. The incorporators are W. F. Astler, 5 shares; Ida
W. Astler, 5 shares; T. S. Conroy,
5 shares; C. N. Patterson, Ojo Caliente
5 shares; J. W. Waffensmlth, of
5 shares; Lillian Waffensmlth,
of Espanola, 5 shares. The company
Is incorporated for a period of 25
Tears. The directors are W. F. Astler, T. B. Conroy and C. K. 'Patterson.

WESTERN LEAGUE OPENS
Omaha, Neb., April 21. The cham
pionship season of the Western
league gets under way today, to continue until October 8. A total of 163
games will be played. Denver plays
the opening game at Lincoln, Topeka
at Wichita, , Sioux City at St Joseph
and Des Moines at Omaha. The weaker teams of last year have apparentand the manly been strengthened
agers throughout the circuit predict
a close and interesting race for the
'
championship.

Sleeps Well

Fine
Appetite
Like a New Man After

And Feeling
Being a. Nervous Wreck and Unable to Do a Stroke of Work.
Mr. B. Arthur Jordan, R. F. D. No.
1, High Point, N. C, who experienced
this remarkable recovery, writes as
follows: "Last July I was taken sick;
I was very nervous and weak. Could
not sleep at night and was unable to
look after my farm work or do any
business. I tried two doctors, but did
not receive much benefit from them.
"A friend of mine told me of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey and insisted
that I try it. I did and I am now
strong and well. Can sleep all right
and have an appetite like a horse."

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

will bring a healthy, glow to the pallid
cheek, give new energy to the faltering limbs, strengthen and invigorate
the weary body and throbbing brain;
reanimate the vital organs and create
a new supply of rich, red blood. It
makes the old feel young and keeps
the young strong and vigorous. Prescribed by physicians, used in hospitals and recognized as a family
medicine everywhere. Thousands of
our patients, both men and women
alike, who have been restored to
health and strength, extol its virtues
as the world's greatest tonic, stimulant and body builder.
BOTTLES
IN SEALED
Sold
ONLY by druggists, grocers and
dealers, or shipped direct for $1.00
per large bottle.
N
,

Tfc Du"y W"1 Whiskey Co,, Rochester,

..

Albuquerque, X. M., April 21. Six
private cars lined up in the yards of
the Santa Fe here yesterday attracted
the attention ' of many Albuquerque-an- s
and occasioned much comment.
The cars were those of the general
managers of the various divisions of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad, who were In conference at the
'.
Alvarado.
Those in the party were General
Superintendent F. C. Fox of the eastern division, with headquarters at To
peka; General Manager C. W. Kouns
of the western lines with headquar
ters at Amarillo, Texas; General Man
ager A. G. Wells of Los Angeles; Sec
ond Vice President PettiDone of Gal
veston; Chief Engineer C. A. Morse of
the eastern division, with headquarters at Topeka, and Chief Engineer
H C. Phillips of Los Angeles, togeth
er with various clerks and private
secretaries who accompanied their
chiefs.
The party went Into executive ses
sion early in the morning, and were
In session all day and Into the night.
It is the policy of the management
of the Santa Fe to hold annual conferences of the various general managers and heads of divisions at some
convenient point at least once a year,
in order that Ideas may be inter
changed and uniformity observed in
the management of this vast railroad
property, and these meetings are always productive of the greatest bene
fit to the company.
General Manager Wells said that
no local significance attached to the
meeting in Albuquerque this year, as
the business to be transacted was
largely of a routine nature. He stated that the work of double tracking
the lines of the company in Ari
zona was progressing In a highly sat
isfactory manner and that business
was good on all lines.

COURTSHIP THROUGH
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Huntsvllle. Tex., April 21. The
memory of General Sam Houston, who
seventy-flv- e
years ago today broke
the ipower of the Mexicans by admin
istering a decisive defeat to the
forces of Santa Anna in the battle of
San Jacinto, was fittingly honored
today by the unveiling of a handsome
monument over the grave of the famous soldier and statesman in the
Huntsvllle cemetery. The unveiling
interest.
was an event of etate-wide- i
Visitors from every section of Texas
attended, among them being many
members of the Society of the Daugh
ters of the Texas Republic, whose
annual convention has been In session here this week. Several members of the Houston family were pres
ent as guests of honor, together with
W. P. Zuber and Alonzo Steele the
only survivors of the battle of San
Jacinto. The committee in charge of
arrangeemnts was fortunate in securing William J. Bryan to deliver the
principal address at the unveiling
exercises.
The monument, which cost $10,003,
was erected' through an appropriation
of the Texas legislature. The memorial consists of a low granite shaft
figure of General
bearing a
Houston, mounted upon his favorite
charger, with his hat in one hand,
waving his troops onward in their
attack upon the forces of Santa Anna
In the battle of San Jacinto.
Upon
the two sides of the main shaft are
allegorical figures representing war
and peace. Upon the reverse side
of the shaft appears the Masonic emblem. The memorial was designed
by Pompeo Copplnl.
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Saturday Eve., 7:30 to 9:30

Boston, April 21. The Joint case
against Warren B. Wheeler and Still- man Shaw of Wheeler & Shaw, Inc.,
who were arrested two weeks ago,
charged with having used the mails
These After Supper Sales are becoming more popular each week. There's a
in a scheme to defraud, was called for
reason
Unprecedented values in desirable merchandise and always enough to go round.
a hearing before United States Com
No disappointments.
Everyone gets what they want at prices incomparably
missioner Mayes In this city today.
lower than at any other sale in the city.
Wheeler and Stillman were arrested
Look over the following items and see if you can afford to stay away from our
at the request of PostofQce Inspecv
tor Charles H. Clarahan, who had for
store Saturday evening. You can't and very few will. Join the crowd. Be on hand
some time been Investigating the con
early get some of these attractive bargains.
nection of the firm with the promoYou'll be more than satisfied. You'll get more than you pay for.
tion of the American Rubber company, a $5,000,000 corporation, organCASH ONLY
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ized under the laws of the state of
Maine, which Is said to control a secret process for producing rubber at
small cost and large profit
According to the statement of the
federal officers who have been en
gaged in the investigation of the case
h
One lot of newest novelties in fancy
A good quality
bleached
about $600,000 in stock of the commuslinf Lonsdale Finish, worth
Jabots of Irish Lace, Lawn. Swiss
pany have been sold at various prices
and Marquisette, also a good var9c yard, for our After
regularly
to about 500 or more small investors,
Sale,
Supper
per
iety of Lace Collars and Fancy
yard
most of them in the New England
Bows, worth 35c each, for our
states. It is charged by the federal
.20
Limit
After Supper Sale, each
20c
officers that Wheeler, who was for
merly the treasurer of the rubber com
pany, .and his associates, in selling
the stock of the corporation, used the
mails to circulate Information con
Women's unionsuits of excellent
cerning the condition and prospects of
100 pair of Women's Pumps and
quality, either high neck, long
the rubber company, which they must
sleeves and ankle length or low
Oxfords, including Patent Leathhave known to be misleading and de
neck, no sleeves and knee length,
Vici Kid and Gun Metal,
er,
ceiving.
worth 65c per suit, for; our After
worth
up to $3.50 per pair, most
Among other things, it Is claimed
42c
Supper Sale, per suit.
of them just received, for our
by the government, the promoters of
2 SUITS TO A CUSTOMER
the company in their efforts to attract
After Supper Sale, per pair.. . $1.65
purchasers of the stock, had made
the statement that there was a pro
fit of 150 per cent on every pound of
rubber turned out by the company's
factory in Hyde park. This statement,
the federal officers say was not supported by the facts in the case, and
APPLICATIONS APROVED
constituted a fraudulent misrepresenSanta Fe, N. M., April 21. Action tation. As a matter of fact, the govhas been taken by Territorial Engi- ernment officials assert, the price
neer Miller on the following water which the company received for the
rights applications:
products of its factory did not even
No. 542. John W. Lillard, of Farm-ingto- cover the cost of manufacture.
for water from ditches flowing in the Hubbard Arroyo, rejected
on the grounds that waste water la DR. E. L. HAMMOND'S
not eubject to appropriation.
WILLIAMS JUBILEE SINGERS
No. 488. Charles T. Adams, of
DECOYS
TARGET The hold which the old plantation
Carlsbad, for the use of waters of
WITH
SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION
melodies have upon the heart of the
Sitting Bull creek; approved.
illusNo. 494. R. L. Survant, of Trin- average individual was well
chera, Colo., application for waters ALDERMAN O. M.. WARD AND H. trated when the Williams' Jubilee Sin
LOWE TOOK POT SHOT
of
approved, eliminating
springs
gers gave their concert in Winnipeg
FORE-DOO- R
MODEL
springs Nos. 3 and 4.
last evening. Every seat in the
AT THEM
364.
of
No.
Farmington
Application
largest auditorium in the city was
Power & Irrigation company for exten
Expecting to accomplish horrible filled, standing room was at a pre
h
sion of time to complete required
carnage Alderman O. M. Ward and mium, and scores were unable to obof work; approved.
H. Lowe, a few days ago, took a pot tain admission. The price was a popshot at a flock of ducks on the Jake ular one and the singers appeared to
r
U.
ENOUGH?
HAS
Detterlck lake. They didn't even bo equally bo. Throughout the
S. MONEY
the
of
enthusiasm
the
program
a
turn
the
were
de
ducks
feather;
Washington, April 21. Whether the
audience lasted, and few, if any, of
government will close or abolish some coys which belonged to Dr. E. L.
selections were allowed to pass
the
deoffiHammond. The doctor says the
or its mints is before treasury
an encore. Such old favorwithout
now
are
at
least
coys
three
secretary
floating
cials. Franklin McVeagh,
"Old
Black Joe," "Suwanee
as
ite
of the treasury, is ready to instruct inches too low, due to the cargo of
77 T"
"Roll,
Jordan, Roll" "Darky
River,"
lead
poured into them by the sportsthe assay offices and mints to begin
Oaken
Old
and
"The
issuing gold certificates against bul men. Billy Williams saw the whole Camp Meetings' as
hearty a recep
lion and foreign gold coin. As soon proceeding. In fact, he engineered it. Bucket," received
F. O. B. Detroit
newer
of
the
as
tion
pieces and
any
In
with
Lowe
and
of
Ward
company
gold
as this begins the coinage
also found equal favor with sextettes
practically will stop. Nothing except Williams was passing the lake when
The humor of Mr. and Mrs. Williams
he
spied the decoys. .
smaller silver coins and pennies will
La Vegas. New Mexico.
the finishing touch to an entergave
un
is
Dr.
there
unless
Hammond owns the hunting
be made hereafter,
2,000
which
people
tainment
provided
usual demand for gold coins, and it privilege on the lake but Williams
an evening's hearty and healthy
is estimated the mints in San Fran said he would fix that part of it. He with
Free Press,
Manitoba
enjoyment.
fill
the
will
went
into
the
house
cisco and Philadelphia
and, returning,
Williams
The
Canada.
Winnipeg,
treasury's needs. A saving of several said it was all right to take a few
will appear at the Duncan
company
will
a
dollars
shots. Then Williams led Lowe and
year
hundred thousand
house Saturday evening, April
'
Ward through three feet of mud and opera
be effected.22.
water for half a mile. Gaining a
where they could rake the flock
men'
both
fired, with the result chronMRS. M. W. FLOURNOY
icled above.
Friends of Alderman Ward are surDEAD AT ALBUQUERQUE prised to learn that he would be so NEARLY ANY ONE MAY. SECURE
A SPLENDID GROWTH OF
unsportsmanlike as to take a pot shot
HAIR
WELL KNOWN
BANKER'S
WIFE or so inexperienced as not to recognize a decoy. His friends are remind
We have a remedy that has a rec-- J
HAD BEEN SERIOUSLY ILL FOR
ing him of the stories of hunting ord of growing hair and curing bald
SOME TIME
prowess with which he has entertain- ness in 93 out of every 1Q0 caBes
ed them many times on cold winter
where used according to directions
Albuquerque, N. M., April 21. Mrs. evenings. His reputation as a hunfor a reasonable length of, time. That
M. W. Flournoy, wife of M. W. Flour-noter is ruined," they say, until he re
of the First Na- deems himself. Mr. Lowe has an may seem ilke a strong statement- -it
is, and we mean it to be, and no
tional bank of Albuquerque, died at
equally good opinion of his hunting one should doubt it until they have
her home here yesterday after a long
ability but has not had so much to put our claims to an actual test.
and painful illness.
say about it.
(Incoporatetl)
We are so certain Rexall "93" Hair
Mrs. Flournoy, who was a Miss
will
cure
Tonlo
prevent
dandruff,
Knapp prior to her marriage, was a
baldness, stimulate the scalp and hair
ARBOR DAY IN THE WEST
native of Pennsylvania, but moved to
and grow new
Albuquerque at an early age, and had
Chicago, April 21. In accordance roots, stop falling hair
and Dealer In
been prominently identified with the with the proclamation issued some hair, that we personally give our porefund
to
WOOL.
every pensocial life of the community for more time ago by Governor Eeneen, Arbor sitive guarantee
than twenty-fiv- e
years. She was mar- day was observed today throughout ny paid us for It In every instance
ried in Albuquerque, and had almost the state in a befitting manner. In all where it does not give entire satisBAIWyAOONS--RAClNEVEHlGLES-Saaei!
literally grown up with the city. For the public schools and in many of the faction to the user.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonio is as pleasthree or four years she had been private schools and colleges the day
failing in health, and her death was was observed by the planting of trees ant to use as clear spring water. It
not unexpected.
in the school yards or in the parks is delightfully perfumed, and does not
SEVEN
Besides her husband, Mrs. Flournoy and some of the teachers delivered ad- grease or gum the hair. Two sizes
is survived by a daughter, Mrs. S. O. dresses upon the subject of the con- 50c and J1.00. With our guarantee
East Las Vegas, N M Albuquerque, N. M. ,
N. M
Andrus of Albuquerque, a sister Mrs. servation of the natural resources of back of it, you certainly take no risk.
Carona, N. M. , Rowe, N. M., Pecos,Tucumcari,
N M '
O. T. Harger of Chicago, and a broth
the country in general and of trees in Sold only at our store The Rexall
,
; Trinidad, Colorado
er aylor F. Knapp, of Denver.
Store. E. G. Murphey.
particular.

Bleached Muslin

Women's Neckwear

36-inc-

6c

yard

Women's Unionsuits

Women's Oxfords

bas-reli-

ESTABLISHED

1062

mi

Flanders "20"

Chicago,
April
Through the
medium of romance in literature that
ranged all the way from the prosaic
little want ad to Dante's "Divine
Comedy." Sig. Enzo Stasio, poet, edt-t6and linguist, and Miss M. Violet
Brothers of 4310 Lake Avenue, professional elocutionist, fell in 'ove and
have announced their engagement.
The advertisement which brought
about their first meeting was published October 3, 1910, in a Chicago paper. It follows:
Italian teacher would like to ex
change lessons in Italian for lessons
in English. Address Tribune S 36i.
The day of publication brought this
letter to the advertiser:
In reply to your ad will say I should
bo glad to exchange lessons In English for instruction in Italian with a
responsible person. I am a university graduate, with special work in
English language and literature. The
inclosed circular will tell you something of my work and training. Very
M. Violet Brothers.
sincerely.
circular" setting
"The inclosed
forth Miss Brothers' qualifications as
a reader of literature from Riley to
Shakespeare also bore a picture of
Miss Brothers. Sig, Stasio gazed and
was entranced, first by Miss Brothers' apparent familiarity with the
poets, and, second, by the general
physical aspect of her picture.
That which followed appears to
hp.ve been inevitable.
Sig, Stasio is from Rome and la 27
years old. He is editor of the Italian
Bulletin, a Chicago paper, and is
known among his own people as a
lyric songster.
Miss Brothers is a graduate of West
Virginia University, and has been engaged in public reading work for
three years. Besides her elocution
work ehe writes fiction occasionally.
She is 26 years old.
The marriage Is to take place some
time in June.
21.

r,
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Reliable Medicine Not a Narcotic
Foley Kidney PHIb contain in concentrated form ingredients of established therapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic, tonic and restorative. Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
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one-fift-

two-hou-

$800.00

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,
Agents,
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Don't Be Bald

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

Phone Matin 227.
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
HIDES

and

PELTS

HOUSES

CO.
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MEXICAN REVOLT

MAR WITHOUT
WOMEN
WO

FEMININE INTERESTS INVOLVED IN PRESENT TURMOIL
IN
SISTER REPUBLIC

-

latest fashion has no attraction. The
rebosa Ig a universal garment and anwers for a shawl, a carry all for ba
bies and bundles end a covering for
we owner atnight.'
In the cities, it Is the peon women
wno form the mass of domestic serv
ants, and many are the tales of suffer
ing of American housewives who have
tried to train them up into model
housemaids. They are by nature in
dolent, like all people of the tropics,
ana tney have what one observer
calls an "abnormal curiosity in their
mistress's belongings and such a gen
erous affection for their own families
that they must make them presents of
all the choicest specimens they And
among the mistress's belongings. One
mistress was obliged to draw up this
set of rules before she could begin
the actual work of training Maria
-

SPRAYING KILLS

THE CODLING
MOTH

'

10 zuu pounas w necessary .for the
best work, though 80 pounds will do
Spraying will pay, but to get the best
result every apple grower should be
alive to this important question. If the
trees are not sprayed they make ex
cellent propagating places for the

moths,

e ft ft

A Rational National Shorte mn
--

IT IS AS NECESSARY TO INSURE
GOOD CROPS AS OTHER
THINGS

TEXAS CAMPAIGN OPENS
nmu, im, pru sa. rrne cam
paign for statewide prohibition in the
state of Texas was opened here today
with considerable enthusiasm at the
prohibition state convention which
met at the Cotton Palace. Prac
tically every district of the state was
represented by delegates and the
gathering attracted several thousand
friends and sympathizers of the nrohlbltion movement from all parts of
Texas. This being San Jacinto
day.
me city was gaily decorated and great
throngs from the neighboring rural
districts swelled the crowds broueht
nere Dy the convention of prohibition.
Ists. The program of the
convention,
wnicn win long be remembered as one
tne neatest gatherings of this kind
in the southwestern part of the eoun.
try, Included addresses by many dis
tinguished prohibition orators from
this and other states. The
campaign
ushered In by today's' convention will
continue until July 22. on which
day
the constitutional amendment providing for state-widprohibition in Texas, will he voted on by the voters
of the Lone Star state.

The woods are full oi imitations of Cottolene because
Cottolene has made a
pronounced success as "the perfect

shortening. These imitations are of inferior quality,
are
in
and
depend
their
upon substitution methods
When
be
get
xncres oniy one u
packed in
tin
patent
with bur
on the
the
It
to
little
quality and
the
that, being
it
than
or'
economy
in the

.r
U
mo
iiiexican men
tins .with ordinary removable covers,
packed
or toaay may be
Agricultural College, N. M., April
engaging m rlou
and revolutions, the women folk can
21. It is a recognized fact that if
largely
for
sale.
have no share in the blame or the
the fruit grower expects to get a good
ask
for Cottolene
you
sure you
Cottolene.
glory, because they know little of the
crop Of apples he must prune, culti
ffalra outside of "women's
otto
ene
sphere."
vate, irrigate, and fertilize the orch
There is no Mexican Harriet Beecher
air-tight
ard
at the proper time, says Fabian
pails,
Stowe to write inflammatory novels
Can Always Woo
trade-mar- k
face
of
like "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"' and no
Garcia, of the New Mexico College of
pail.
Do not flirt with the milkman. Take
and Mechanic Arts. Yet,
women abolitionists and orators to
off your clothes and sleep in the bed. Agriculture
a
pays
more for Cottopay
very frequently after we have gone
help fire the zeal of warriors. Even Wasn
your hands frequently. Wash to the trouble and expense of perform
lene because of its superior
the women of the highest classes take
your face often. Do not wash your lng all of these orchard operations
little interest in public affairs and hands
fact
will go
richer,
and face in the dishpan."
we fall down at the last moment, and
such a thing as a suffragette would
one-thi- rd
Maria became a model servant about
farther
s
lard
of
f
to
from
be an impossibility in a land where
permit
any of
imitations.
its
no senorita who regards her good the time her mistress learned not to the crops to be destroyed right be
Its
use
means
name appears on the street unchape-rone- expect perfection in her. She was in fore our very eyes by insect pests.
end.
deed patient, devoted and uncomplain
Spraying is now considered as neces
and where fashionable educabut her Inherent tolerance of dirt sary In orchard operation to produce
tion consists of a little music and em- ing,
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK
was so much taken for granted that a
COMPANY
crop of sound apples as pruning or
In
marked
contrast to the when one
broidery.
she was found washing irrigating. , There is no longer any
day
fascinating senorita of Spanish de the window her mistress was amazed.
scent, but keeping like her, "woman's When she continued to scrub and doubt as to the good that spraying
does. Just consider the vast sums
Place in the home," is the peon, or
scrub with no Blgn of weariness, in- of money that are being expended
Indian girl, of the class which makes
vestigations were deemed necessary.
up the great bulk of Mexican popula Then there was discovered a lovelorn every year on the spraying of trees
throughout the United States. Why
tion. She performs patiently and Mexican
carpenter In the street with do fruit growers do this? If the re
all
kinds
the
of
domestic
stoically
whom Maria was slyly
OKLAHOMA'S 22ND BIRTHDAY
coquetting sults at the end of the year did not
aruagery wnion ran to women in a through the glass.
Oklahoma City, Okla.. Anrti 21
we
'
can
believe
show up favorably,
primitive stage of society.
This peculiar form of Mexican woo that such large expenditures for fight The busy and
tempestuous
Woman's place in Mexican life Is
pioneer
ing is called "playing the bear," for ing insect pests would be continued? days of Oklahoma are
A NEW ROSE WORTH
1 rvui
the inevitable mingling of the Moorish the
. . .
enamored swain resembles a cap- Stop and think of it. Aside from this, to many or the old vividly recalled
21.1-Onideas of the Spanish conquerors, and tive bruin in a
San
who
residents,
e
Diego,
Calif., April
cage as he tramps back it has been shown time and time were on the spot (when the then new
the savage ideas of the natives, the and
thousand dollars for a rose! That is
forth below his sweetheart's win- again by numerous experiments con- territory was thrown
open to settle the offer of the Panama-Californi- a
Milwaukee Sentinel says. The Castil-la- n dow. Often this
.
goes on ducted at the different experiment sta- ment on
tramp
steady
April 22, 1889. by the throne.. exposition directors, who want a new
hides his wife and daughters be- for
weeks, but if his appearance is ap tions that spraying properly done, is attracted to this
city by the two davs- species of the flower to be known as
hind stone walls and the picturesque
proved or he may be rewarded within about the best way to keep under con celebration of Oklahoma's twenty-secon- d
lattices of romance, and he is their a few
the San Diego, and to be used in pro
days by the sight of a dusky trol our worst orchard pests. It is
birthday. The celebration which fusion on the
lord and master. On the other hand, face
Later
lattice.
the
behind
grounds of the exposismiling
true, however, that the same number began here
under the Joint aus. tion In 1915.
the Indian tribes are, of course, still In the
affair the maiden will appear of sprayings will not give equally sat- pices of thetoday
Aprllls Fiesta company
bound by the spirit of the ancient sav- on the
The offer will be extended to every
balcony in the moonlight, and
in all sections of the and the '89ers
Association, which is florist in the United States
age customs. Historians tell of one she and Romeo will carry on a tender isfactory results
A
OMR
through
l
country. In the eastern states two composed of Oklahoma pioneers who
- -- - n.
of the baptismal ceremonies of the
the San Diego Floral association
conversation, Indifferent tp the pass sprayings seem to be necessary, but were In any
of Oklahoma at the
Meshlc tribes, who fought their way
which will have charge of and be the
or the half dozen other couples in the central Btates two to four time when part
the territory was thrown
to supremacy long before the Spanish erby
In
who
street
are
final Judge in the contest
engaged
up the
seem
to
be
to
sprayings
necessary; while open
DUNCAN
settlement, will be continued
arrived on the scene. To each boy the same
APRIL 22
There are only three general re
occupation.
gentle
west
more
farther
tomorrow
are
and
will
sprayings
close
with a grand
baby the priest chanted this com
strictions.
The
first
is
that
the
ro3e
No
to
Women
Even
Poets
get satisfactory results. banquet of the '89ers Association at
necessary
mand: "Thy profession and faculty is
must be hardy, so that It can be easi-l- y
When a girl marries she Is already In New Mexico, due to the great dif- the auditorium. The whole city is
The Personnel of the Worlds' Jubilee
war, thy obligation to give the Bim to
Singers:
grown outdoors. The second is
drink blood of the enemies and the skillful in all kinds, of domestic ac- ference in altitudes and climatic con- profusely decorated and several thou
G.'
that
the
must
resiMr.
be
competitors
is
it
ditions,
that
number
sand
L.JOHNSON
the
visitors
probable
have arrived here to
earth corpses of the foes." To the girl complishments. What little she has
First Tenor
of sprayings for best results will vary witness the grand parades which form dents of the United States, and the
.
Lyric Tenor
baby they said (with far less cere- learned in school has not unfitted her
third is that they must make known
Mrs. C. P. WILLIAMS
monial); "You are to stay within the for marriage, because the Mexican according to the locality. In the low the most attractive features of the ' the floral association their intention
.Second Tenor
er
two
sea
warmer
and
where
the
celebration.
first
bound
at
of
valleys
days'
the
does
within
as
system
by
heart
the
education,
Sinarin Comedian
;
house,
to
compete,,
con
sons
are
caclimatic
and
women
the longest
had a
.
Mr. J. L. Johnson,".-.....,.....- ..
"body; Our Lord enshrines you in that the old theory that
w
.Baritone
Musical Director
place, and your office is to fetch and pacity, only for needlework and cook ditions, as a rule, more favorable, It
Constipation brings many ailments in
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
ing, has skipped the Nlnteenth Cen- will he necessary to epray a number is train and Is the primary cause of
to grind maize in the metate."
Mr. J. S. CRABBE
Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Basso
tury scholastic tendencies and is today of times. According to spraying experi much sickness. Keep ' your bowels Cough
Oa. "It is the best
Beauty Fades at 20
' will escape Kendiick, Rasaca,
The
Bulletin
Bass
ments
Station
in
American
and
Favorite
madam,
with
regular
side
you
reported
side
People's
by
standing
for
cough remedy on the market
The girl of today obeys these be- schools in advocating manual training No. 41, the more the sprayings the many of the ailments to which women coughs,
colds and croup." For sale
Mdme. VIRGINIA GREENE
Prima Donna
hests as faithfully as did her sister and domestic science. Because, how larger the percentage of sound fruit. are subject. Constipation is a very by all drugglBts.
Dixie Land's Sweetest Singer
like
but
simple
many
thing,
simple
of antiquity.
of
the
The
results
experi
spraying
the
poverty
ever, of the general
things, it may lead to serious
"Their homes," Nevln O. Winter schools are inadequate to the popula- ments conducted in S. P. Stewart's
Mdme. ANNIS HACKLEY
Sonrann
Nature often needs a little
Good results always follow Foley's
ol
orchard in 1910 are most encouraging, assistance and when Chamberlain's Kidney Pills. They give prompt reA Voice of Sympathy and Sweetness
says in "Mexico and Her People
tion.
Tablets are given at the first indlca-'Io- lief in all cases of kidney and bladder
Today," "are In little adobe cabins
In the annals of national literature considering that the season was not
Mdme. CLARA K. WILLIAMS
much diEtress and suffering may disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
Contralto
of one room, or in bamboo huts cover- there is no woman's name, which is a favorable one for this work. In be avoided.
Sold by all druggists.
Red Cross Drug Co.
and
Dixie
The
Ballad
v
Singer
chairs
70
without
averaging
trees,
ed with plantain leaves,
strange, for lyric poetry is abundant, these experiments
.
or tables, and only a mat of husks and as woman's interests are so large- in size 10 feet by 17 feet, were sprayMdme. HATTIE HOBBS
Pianist
A Talented Aecompanist
for a bed. On the banks of the streams ly religious and romantic, it would ed with arsenate of lead at the rate
J
they can be seen doing the family be expected that some favored daugh- of three pounds to every 50 gallons
CHAS. P. WILLIAMS, Mgr., 6618 Vernon Ave., Chicago.
rub-linsix
washing with a great amount of
ter would burst into song. Critics say of water. The trees were sprayed
and pounding and wringing. To that the women in Mexican society times, on the following .dates: April
THE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF
the fountain and wells they come are extremely clever, and that if they 21, May 14, June 7, July 6, July 30
carrying earthen Jars on their heads, had had the education they might out- and August 26. The amount of sprayBallads
jubilee Songs
Negro Lullabys
f
'HIS VICINITY has a
which they fill with water. At 20 rank the men in many ways. As It is, ing mixture used in the six sprayings
unsurpassed healthfulness with
Plantation Songs
Negro Comic Songs
Ragtime Songs j
which
30
1450
at
out
and
extremes
to
or
of
heat
300
was
gallons,
of
cold, having nearly
fade,
approximately
days
they have begun
the few who travel in America and
Cabin and River Sontfs Classic Selections
Negro Melodies
sunshine in the year.
they retain scarcely a trace of their the more who visit Paris with their cost $13.50 for the arsenate of lead.
2
Sentimental Songs
Sacred Songs
Camp
Meeting Songs
three'
and
and
labor
to
hard
A
sprayer
due
This
is
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
gasoline power
beauty.
husbands on business and diplomatic
of
streams or from wells of not great depth.
deprivations. At 14 few are unmar- missions lhave given their nation a men were used in the spraying
Z
Seats at Murphey's and Schaefer's, $1. 75c, 50c
ried, and the number of children of name for producing charming women. these trees. The total time for the
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occur
six sprayings. Including the filling of
.this class is marvelous.
ring principally in July and August.
as a rule, took longer
the tank-wh- ich
"Their clothes are simple and the
The soil is highly fertile ani easy of working, being generally
SCOUTS
WORK FOR BOY
than to empty it was 22.3 hours; or
loam especially retentive of moisture.
sandy
Scoutspray3.38
hours
per
at the rate of
At their meeting tomorrow
Lands
here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
master George Fitzslmmons will sug- ing. On October 15, 1910, 7780 apples
HER HAND AND AR
where
conditions
are equally good.
Black
8
gest to the Boy Scouts what looks were gathered from Arkansas
are
alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forCrops
trees.
principally
Black
8
Mammoth
money
Twig
for
and
a
making
like
good plan
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
for the carrying out of their plans. Out of this number there was 6405
ITCHED Scouts are supposed to make war on sound aples, or 81 per cent, and 1375
BURNED
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
Paper-Subsc- ribe
here, a large area being under cultivation.
Indians and if there 'are no Indians wormy, or 18.95 per cent. From two
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
around they should make war on Arkansas Black and two Mammoth
the city is now being constructed.
'Could Hardly Sleep at Night for something. Mr. Fitzslmmons will sug- Black Twig trees which were not
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
About 11 Months. Used Cuti-cu- ra
gest they make war on the dande- sprayed 4188 apples weTe gathered.
,
very
32.95
promising values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
or
thirty-sixper
hundred
One
and
lions.
Soap and Ointment
67
or
nearby.
advertise
will
per
If the boys agree he
cent, were sound, and 282,
was Completely Cured.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazthat the Scouts are ready, on Satur- cent were wormy. Compare the results
ing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
after school hours, to take from the sprayed and unsprayed trees
and
days
red spot on her
"Mv mother had
raising is a profitable business.
for ridding lawns of the and see whether or not spraying did
.Tight hand which began to row worse contracts
natural
A
in this National Forest,
abounds
the
ground
pleasure
cent
The neigh
great
of
The Las Vegas patrol any good. Eighty-onrapidly.
per
bore said it was a "yellow peril.'
trout
its
its
streams
with
and
scenery,
of
trees
grand
direction
big game.
the
under
the
sprayed
from
crop gathered
tetter. She got some of the Scouts,
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access ot the city are open
medicine from a doc- the scoutmaster, would be able to was good, while on the unsprayed
tor, but it did not do
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
clean out the dandelions thoroughly trees 67 per cent of the crop gathered
any good. In about
a week the tetter be- in a short time. They would do the was wormy. Even in the windfalls the
gan to break out en work at extremely reasonable prices, percentage of sound apples was in
She
her arm too.
used five or six differtoo.
favor of the sprayed trees. The same
ent kinds of liniments
some ex- number of sprayed trees had 34 per
are
scouts
planning
The
different
and three
kinds of salves. Not cursions this summer and will need cent of the windfalls sound and 65
one of these did her a
for the commissary and trans per cent wormy; while the trees not
of good. Her hand and arm money
particle
to sprayed had 2.8 per cent sound and
she
much
so
itch
that
vnnlH hum and
portation departments. They expect
could hardly sleep at night. Her hand earn it and Las Vegas people should 97.2 per cent wormy. It is believed
was that war for about eleven months.
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
Scrofula belongs to the type of diseases known as blood poison, and is a
that If everybody in the locality would
of ours recommended
give them a chance to do eo.
Finally a friendand
us.
manifested in childhood. The ordinary symptoms of Scrofto
Ointment
trouble
same time, even larger
usually
Cuticura Soap
at
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
the
spray
on the body, scalp
She bought some immediately and
sound fruit than what ula are swollen glands about the neck, sores and ulcers
of
her
hand
washed
She
percentages
Good
Health
use
it.
of
to
etc.
The
The Souna Sleep
began
weak eyes, poor physical development,
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
could be eecured. diseases, skin affections,
and arm with Cuticura Soap and
bones if the poison
Can not be oer estimated and any are here reported
Then she applied the
3 trouble being deeply rooted in the blood, often attacks the
warm water.
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
of
rate
at
the
lead
is not removed from the circulation, and this should be seriously considered
ailment that prevents it is a menace Arsenate of
Cuticura Ointment and bandagedwe her
all to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire. pounds to 50 gallons of water was in
blood.
of
hear
scrofulous
of
hand up. The next morning Before
of
shows
child
case
who
your
property unless it were advertised here.
the
having
symptoms
any
noticed a great improvement.
Wis. says: "I have been unable to the Insecticide used in these experi- Some persons who inherit Scrofula reach maturity before the trouble devel-Doof
Ointment
box
of
a
half
a
used
he had
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspapert want
her hand was sleep soundly nights, because of pains ments. In many other sections 2
but being bred in the circulation, the disease is bound to show itself in
and a very little Soap
her hand is as across my back and soreness of my
favorable
offers
a
sickness
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,"
of
used.
a
form.
are
some
completely cured. Now
3
(and
spell
debilitating
of
Frequently
instead
pounds
well as ever. I think Cuticura Soap and kidneys. My appetite was very poor pound3
disease to manifest itself. S. S. S. i9 the greatest of all
for
the
has
used
skin
opportunity
the
plan
In
these
much
remedy
machinery andj furniture, article of usefulness of any
the
was
is
greatest
experiments
condition
Ointment
it of the
C. E. Canady. San and my general
discovered.
25 days. The blood purifiers, and by going down into the circulation, and ridding
once
Foley
have
to
been
I
every
been
and'musical
taking
spray
run
down.
instruments.
sort,
S.
S.
S.
1910."
scrofulous germs, and enriching the blood with healthful corpuscles,
Leandro, Cal., Mar. 7,
omlel tvidney Pills but a short time and now first spraying should be done just, as cures Scrofula
is
and
S.
S.
a
is
S.
remedy,
Cnttcun RenwdM ford the moat
vegetable
purely
permanently.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
ot tt. .kU
sleep as sound as a rock, my generalI the blossoms fall. Special pains must
t.tment ft.r nt.oB.
buyers, of all
coK 01 cuiku
perfectly safe for children. If you or your child have any symptoms of Scrofntaau. children nd du!ti.
conditions is greatly improved, and
poisorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
the
from
removed
to
ol Cutteur Ointment (SOcJ,
time
get
forever
possible
this
S.
disease
he
taken
at
at
S.
of
S.
and
the
once,
get
ula, begin the tise
Bpo in iXent. Bold throughout the world, know that Foley Kidney Pills have
all the little the system. Book on the blood, and any medical advice free. S. S. S. is for a best markets!
Sole Prop.. Boston.
curfd me." O. G. Schaefer and Red son into the salyx cup of
Lie 82-Corp.. book, an Aothot-- T
Jrom 100 sale at drug stores.
JHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
A
Co.
pressure
high
A dec t lot.
apples.
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CRIME IN OUR LITERATURE
One' of the New Mexico kidnapers
tried to make literature responsible
for his crime by saying he had read
of euch a case in a novel and
was In that way led into trying it
himself, editorially remarks the Oklahoma City Times, but it is a mighty
poor excuse.
Every now and then burglars have
given the excuse that they were led
into their work by reading of the adventures of Raffles, and their pleas
have affected some people to the extent that an effort to suppress the
Raffles stories has been started. Another favorite excuse for the criminal ia the moving picture. The censoring; of films to reasonable bounds has
weakened the criminal's case to a
great degree, and the cry that "moving pictures did It" is hardly apt to
lessen the severity of a sentence. It
tha element ot crime were to fee elim
inated ttom Uter&tura, xiucb of the
most notable work would suffer.
Not long ago a college professor
brought out a study of the romance
of roguery, and his work makes two
good-sizevolumes and Includes short
reviews of hundreds of novels and
plays, dating from the picturesque
novels of Spain to detective stories ol
today. While 6uch literature may lead
d
a few
readers to the
of crime, it is
actual commission
probable that it more than makes up
for such damage in the pleasure it
gives the general reading public. The
pleas of criminals, who naturally
grasp at any excuse that seems plausible, will hardly "weigh against the
testimony of the thousands who find
unbounded zest in the1 literature of
roguery.
There are those who have a firm
belief that If the accounts of crimes
were not published in the newspapers
there would be no crimes. In other
words, they profess to believe that if
thieves did not read of ,thefts in the
newspapers, they would not steal. No
doubt luggestlons occasionally come
from that source, but they are few
and far between. Crimes were committed long before a newspaper was
ever known in the world.
o
d

weak-minde-

AMBASSADOR

statements teleThe
graphed from Berlin, expressive ot
the surprise and regret of the German government at the resignation of
Dr. David Jayne Hill, the American
ambassador, show that official Berlin
is anxious that the American people
shall not draw wrong conclusions
from the resignation, and indicate
once more the importance which the
government of Germany attaches , to
American opinion. These statements
carefully 6et forth that Dr. Hill is
extremely popular with the JCaiser and
his advisers and that all are keenly
sorry that e la to give up his job.
Dr. Hill, it ill be remembered, went
to Berlin under embarrassing circumstances. Shortly after the announcement that President Roosevelt would
Gerappoint him to be ambassador to
from
were
telegraphed
reports
many,
Berlin that the selection was distasteful to the emperor because it had been
represented that Dr. Hill was too poor
in.'imrse:and too democratic in; his
nilnners and habits to fill acceptably
'he. post of ambassador at the German
court
it. was set forth with some
Wlcltness :,tHafcr.iill'a education
and culture, and his ability as shown;
semi-offici-

'

.

V

HILL

in the state department and in diplo-niati- o
pueiikins abroad were fully appreciated by Emperor William, but his
poverty and the extreme democracy
ot his manners would, the emperor
thought, make his selection for ambassador to 'the. greatest ciurt in the
world" undesirable. ,If
reality these
reports; emanated' froux an authorized
quarter and were put" forth as a hint
to the United States, the Kaiser was
not left long in doubt as to the
American temper on the subject. It
is said that he keeps closely in touch
with the opinion of the American
press, and if this 4a so he immediately
had abudnant proof of the attitude
of American
newspapers. It was
quickly made clear that Dr. Hill, the
eminent scholar yand simple citizen,
was regarded as a fine representative
of the American people; and that
while it was regretted that his means
were limited, there was no fear that
he would not be a creditable ambassador. Moreover, it was suggested
pointedly that if foreign governments
were nnder the impression that they
could require Uncle Sam to appoint
only millionaires as ambassadors they
had another think coming. In short
order, after the tenor of yiese expressions had been cabled to Berlin,
there was a spirited disavowal from
the German foreign office of all the
sentiments which had been attributed
to the Kaiser it was stated that William would be delighted, etc., etc.
But Dr. Hill went to his post under
the disadvantage that the world be
lieved that the Kaiser had been correctly quoted in the first instance,
and the extra warmth with which he
Was received did not remove this belief. Now, however, we may well believe that the statements of regret
that come from the foreign office are
wholly sincere. While Dr. Hill as ambassador was unable to cut a splurge
among the smart set of the German
capital, he filled his post with great
ability and becoming dignity, and
proved himself 'a worthy successor of
the scholarly and able Americans
'who had preceded him in the American embassy at Berlin. The firmness
with which he has contended for
American interests in the potash controversy may not have ,been altogether
pleasing to official Germany, but there
is no question as to the wholesome
respect In which he is held.' Fortuna-ately- ,
as soon as legation 'buildings
have been provided 'foroutiambassa
dors, under the provision, of the ajp!
proprlation made by the late congress.
it will not be so Important as it is
now tbat our amDanadon shall be
men of wealth.

--
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ASSASSINS OF CREDIT

Next Ho (ha- professional , 'muck- raker" as an undesirable citizen
comet? his first cousin the habitual
circulator 5of damaging rumors, in the
opinion of the Kansas City Journal.
Indeed, taking the country over, it is
a question if the latter does not do
more harm In the aggregate than
the former. The man who makes "a
practice of repeating, confidentially
or otherwise, hints or allegations regarding the probable insolvency of
business firms, the "embarrassed condition" of banks, the failing credit
of individuals, the "alarming depression" of general trade, including
a "panicky feeling" ill the money
market, etc., is a public enemy. In
most cases, probably, he doesn't
realize that he is doing any harm
and has no intention of doing any,
but he is a mischief maker o a very
otfensive type, nevertheless.
Credit is to the average business
concern what reputation is to a
woman the loss of it means ruin.
Many a good name, in either case,
has been hopelessly besmirched by
circulated.
idle gossip persistently
Most runs on banks are precipitated
by current rumors tbat they are in
a "shaky" condition and that the
doors will probably soon be closed.
Hundreds of perfectly solvent banks
have been forced to suspend by runs
started in just such & way. The Missouri legislature, if memory is not at
fault, enacted 'at the recent session a
law fixing a "penalty for circulating
damaging rumors as to a bank's fin
ancial condition a salutary measure
that should be on the statute books
of every state.
The habit of making disparaging
remarks is one easy to acquire. PeoThe
ple like to appear knowing.
average person enjoys telling his ac
quaintances bits of news that are not
common knowledge the more startling the Information the better. Em
barrassing straits of a business man
or firm ,that is generally supposed to
be in easy circumstances make very
choice gossip. Many good men fall
into this habit who, if they full real
lzed its pernicious nature if they
could see themselves for what they
are, character assassins would be
filled with horror. It should be the
steadfast rule of every well meaning
O
citizen to repeat no gossip that
MEDICAL HEROISM
reaches his ear reflecting on the good
name and standing of any business
There was a time, and we are still concern. Reckless gossip causes moru
more or less under its Influence, when distress and loss in the business
courage and heroism were hardly supf world than downright dishonesty.
posed to exist except as manifested
in battle and physical combat.' 'There
was, with all its brutality, a romance
and glamor connected with the pomp
TO STUDY MOUNTAIN
and circumstance of glorious war that
SICKNESS
magnified the virtues of those engaged in it far above those equally marked and admirable, which were maniIn camp on Pike's Peak, Colo., this
fested in other ways." We have, howProfessor .Yandell Hendersummer,
ever, become somewhat more enlight-teneand are coming to appreciate son of Yale Medical School, with Drs.
that in every walk of life are men and J. S. Haldane and C. Gordon Douglas
women who, without blare of trumpets, of Oxford University, will make the
that
pursuing the quiet paths of duty, per- most extensive investigations
have
in
taken
this
into
country
place
acts
form signal
of lofty courage and
sublime
of which the the effects on men and animals of
high altitudes. Dr. Henderson outlined
world never knows.
the plans of the expedition. He said:
Recently a young doctor living in
"The malady known as mountain
the city of New York was summoned
sickness
and the effects of high altito the bedside of a sister lying very
on men and animals have been
tudes
ill in another city, says the Cincinnati
an interesting problem for
many
Enquirer. He found her exhausted in
We propose to study the adconvulsions, and with every mark of years.
death upon her. The attending physi- justments of blood volume under the
elevacians told him there was nothing fur- atmospheric pressure of high
action
heart
with
the
tion,
together
ther to be done, and little or no hope.
take
The day seemed lost, but with the re- and the breathing changes that
on
mountains
place
high
sourcefulness and instant action by
.
"Dr. Haldane, who Is the founder
which a great general snatches vicof the modern conceptions of breathtory from defeat, he took command or
the situation, and by his knowledge, ing, is one of the foremost English
authorities on this subject, and Dr.
good judgment, promptitude, daring
is no less prominent in this
assumption of all risks, and complete Douglas
of research. We will possibly be
line
unselfishness saved his sister' life.
S. SnyHe determined on a new'expedient in accompanied by Dr. Edward
New
such cases, the transfusion of blood, der of Colorado Springs." From
York
Sun.
and bared his own arm for the operation which had to be done without
anaesthetics. A deep cut was made
into the main artery, which was conADVERTISED LETTER
nected with a vein of the dying woLIST
flow
exthe
of life into her
man, and
hausted frame began. Before long she
showed signs of reviving and he grew
faint, for he was not in very vigorous
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
health, and then, as there came a little the week ending April 21, 1911:
tiny tinge of color into her pallid
Adelayda M. Apodaca; Miss Jesse
cheeks, he fainted wholly away. Resto- Curtis; Jeff H. Day; W. Hudgens;
ratives were applied and he came to, Sra. Dona Ambrosita de
Lujan; Dr.
but Insisted on the connection being T.
OrSra. Francisqulta
J.
Martin;
kept until she was fully restored. It
W.
Rhodes
H.
Geo. S. Ramsey;
was done, and when his artery was tega;
Frank Ramirez; Juan de Ma. TrujilW;;
went
closed
into
he
another
finally
Letters and post cards held fclong fainting spell, and was put to
and better directions:
bed, where he lay weak and prostrated postage
Clara
Mrs.
Wright, 913 N. 14th St.,
for "many'daya. An anxious, devoted
Mrs. G. F. Hall,
Ft.
Ark.;
Smith,
to
was
who
sent
care
wife
for him,
for
R. W. Flowera,
Mrs.
N.
M.;
proud of what he did, a rejoicing and Hopewell,
Josef ine
Miss
Mich.,
Sturgts
grateful huband and a happy mother,
Wis.
Co.,
ChjlsethNjambrldge,
Dane,
fast recovering, with her little one
above letter
the
for
"WheiToalling
safe beside her, complete the tale.
Have we overestimated the qualities please ,'a6k',?PidTrtlsa.Leter8''
'
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
It displays?
"
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Old! Fort Sam Hoitstoi? h &

-

When the war department issued Pedro Springs, where rival Indian
the order for the mobilization ot tribes contended for the precious wafamous missions
troops near the Mexican boundary, San ters long before the
about San Antonio were built. The
Antonio and Fort Sam Houston
adventurous Spaniards and the zealachieved hew fame over night, says ous monk
pitched their tents beside
the Coming Country.
th4e$reai that flows from these
mute testimony of early
bam 3 Houston, thel second bsprings,-an- d
inri 1ton
zi '.)
c
c
largest armypost in America, San conflict tmve been upturned by tne
Antonio has one of the show places plow shot, shell sword hilts ana an
of the army. The reservation
is 'occasional cannon telling of the con
beautifully situated In the suburbs of flicts which were waged hereabouts.
But the story of all these early conthe city, and aside from Its military
flicts
pales into insignificance along
interest its immense area and ecenic
side
the
story of the Alamo. In early
make
it
attractive to visit.
beauty
From a post of 300 acres Fort Sam days the Alamo was utilized for mili
Houston has been enlarged until U tary purposes. After several changwas
now comprises some 944 acres
of es the post of Fort Sam Houston
build
and
the
Quadruple
established,
ground. The buildings and improvements represent an expenditure of ing erected In 1875. In 1883 what is
was connearly $4,000,000. The fort occupies known as, the Upper Post
were
structed
provided
and
quarters
a. peculiarly strategic position. tt
is only 150 miles from the Gulf and for a regiment of infantry. From
on railroad lines leading north, south that on to the present the garrison
east and west. It is close to the has been frequently enlarged to make
Mexican boundary line, so that troops the fort a brigadier post.
Mpny noted military men have been
can be moved rapidly to the border.
stationed at Fort Sam Houston. Here
should the occasion demand.
In addition to Fort Sam Houston General Robert E. Lee and Joseph E.
the government owns some 18,000 Johnston did a part of their service
General
acres, the Leon Springs Reservation, It waa In San Antonio that
cast
and
commission
his
Lee
resigned
located about seventeen miles northThe
west of San Antonio. This reserva- his lot with the confederacy.
stawere
both
and
son,
father
Grants,
tion is used each year by the Nationas were
al Guard and detachments of regu- tioned at Fort Sam Houston,
lars as training school. As many as also Twig, Augur, Hood, Sheridan,
Stanley,
10,000 troops have been In camp there McKibbon, Lawton, Bliss,
Scofield, Williams, Shatter and oth
for a month at a time.
national reputation.
Long before Fort Sam Houston was ers of
at San Antonio that Colonel
was
It
occu
on
established
the eminence it
pies San Antonio was almost con Roosevelt at a later day organized,
KM
stantly garrisoned. Six different flags mustered and drilled the Rough conhrtve floated above the city, and mar- ere. It was San Antonio which
tial music is' a familiar sound to her tributed many of the men of tha
InTwenty-thir- d
people. Time after time shot and Eighteenth and the
who
shell have swept her streets, and his- fantry regiments of regulars
tory been made in her environs. More were first to go to the Philippines.
mateengagements have taken place in San Antonio gave much of the
the
artillery
sleht of Fort Sam Houston than any rial of Light Battery K.,
command that won fame at Santiago
where else on American soil.
Not far from the fort are the San and San Juan Hill. '
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rinish

Gray

Tea Spoons, $1.00 a set of six

PRICES

ASK FOR OTHER

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
606 Douglas Avenue,

Las Vegas, New Mexico,

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
southern sters, $4.505.75; soarsern
cows and heifers, 3.254.75; native
cows and heifers, $36.l3; stockers
and feeders, $4.505.8O; bull.s $4
western
5.25; . calves, $4.507;
steers, $4.755.90; western cows and
heifers, $3.255.
Hogs 6,000. Market strong. Bulk,
$5.956.10; heavy, $5.956.05; packers and butchers, $66.15; light, $6

flONEY AND STOCKS
York, April 21. Call money
8
per cent; prime mercantile paper 3 2
per cent. Mexican
dollars 45. Amalgamated 61
Sugar 116 bid; Atchison 108; Great
New York
Northern preferred 124
Northern Pacific 121
Central 105
Southern Paci
Reading 151
Union Pac'fio 174
fic 113
Steel 74
preferred 119
New

2

2

4

3--

1--

3-- 8;

3--

5--

3--

1--

7--

6.15.

1--

1--

Sheep

weak.

5--

1--

3--

7--

1--

ABSORBLETS

Saturday Night and Monday
Specia Is at Bacharach's

.

Colonel Sir Charles Hightsdale had

his regiment out for a practice march
on the road near Dublin. His com
shire Yoemantry,
mand was the
overwhich had suffered several
whelming defeats in the Boer war.
Meeting a drove of pigs on the way
to Dublin market, Sir Charles considerately halted his regiment 'at the
roadside, so as to let the pigs pass.
"Oh, come on, Colonel; come on!"
cried the pig drover, respectfully sa
luting. "Come on, yer honor. Sure,
there isn't a boar among them!"
Harper's Weekly.
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.

7--
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'
Good Goods for Little Money
tnr.'J

.

to
Market steady
3,000.
Muttons, $3.504.50; lambs.
$56; fed wethers and yearlings, $4
riEl AL
5; fed western ewes, ?3.504.25.
21.
New York, April
Lead, dull,
4.404.50; standard copper firm;
CHIC Ado LIVESTOCK
Silver
spot and May 11.7011.80;
Chicago, April 21. Cattle,
1,000.
53
Market steady to strong. Beeves, $5.15
$4. 60 5. 60;
6.60; Texas steers,
WOOL
western steers, $4.855.75; stockers
St. Louis, April 21. Wool Market and feereds, $45.70; cows and heifunchanged. Territory and western me- ers, $2.655.75; calves, $4.756.50.
fine mediums, 1315;
diums, 1517;
to
Hogs 16,000. Market steady
'
fine, 1112.
strong. Light, $5.956.20; mixed,
$5.956.30; heavy, $5.70P6.20; rough
5.705.90; good to choice, heavy,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
bulk,
pigs, $3.90625;
$5.906.20;
90
21.
Wheat, May
Chicago, April
$6.106.20.
50
88
May
Corn,
July.
to
Sheep 7,000. Market steady
Oats, May 31
July 51
shade higher. Native, ?34.70; west31
Pork, May 15.50;
Julywho enlivened his days by an occaern, $3.154.70; yearlings, $4.30
14.40. Lard, May 7.87
July
July
team
you
5.25; lambs and natives, $4.506.25;
sional horse trade, "that
8.
7.97
Ribs, May 8.47
July
western, $4. 75 6. 20.
all.
at
They're
sent me won't do
nothing but a pair' of skates."
In cases of rheumatism relief from
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Senator Elihu Root was talking
"Veil," retorted Humperdlnck, "vy
makes sleep and rest possible.
pain
move.
21.
500,
a
tactless
political
Kansas City, April
Cattle,
about
not? Dlttent you tell me you vanted
This
may be obtained, by
"It lost them the election," he said, 'em for an Ice wagon?" Harpers including 100 southerns. Market stea- Chamberlain's Liniment. For applying
sale by
of
its
account
"'
.to
on
deserved
"and it
Native
steers, $5.256.35; all druggists.
dy.
Weekly.
,
tactlessness.
"In tact. In thl regard, it reminded me of the rich, man who, in a
wedding breakfast speech, where the
bride and bridegroom1 would be very
poor, concluded with the words:
"And now, dear friends, one last
Don't throw any rice or old
shoes at them. Send all your rice and
old shoes to them after they get settled." Cincinnati Enquirer.
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THE DAISY"""

Zi a

,

PLATED ' WARE

IN ROGER'S

A NEW PATTERN

,'

A RE YOU a live one? These Saturday and Monday Sales are intended
for live ones. They are eye openers. Don't expect to get the following prices on these goods Tuesday or any other day, besides the time
as advertised, because you won't get them. Your opportunity will be
Saturday night from 7 to 9 and all day Monday at 4The Store of Quality." Many of you, no doubt, remember good things picked up here on
the Monday Bargain Day Sales we have had during the past three
years. In these future sales we shall continue to offer our best merchandise at exceedingly low prices.
INDIA LINEN SPECIALS

quality snow white Jndia
- 28c
Linen, per yard
30c quality snow white India
.... 26c
Linen, per yard
25c quality snow white India
21c
Linen , per yard
20c quality snow white India

LONG CLOTH

35c

A steam heating plant had been installed in the house of the new
president of a small, conservative college. The president, .Btartled by a
break in the steam pipes, went in
search of the college janitor. Being
unfamiliar with his new surroundings,
he entered the library.
"Dr.
he inquired, h!s
breath coming in gasps, '.'how can I
find the janitor?"
"Well," .the librarian replied in a
slow drawl, "I find the surest way
is to send him a postal card." Success

Linen , per yard
16c
15c quality snow white India
12c
Linen, per yard

BOLTS

ALL BLACKS

.

Dor-kin-

.

s.

3--

c

.''$2.50

.

"How did the burglar escape?;' Inquired the detective.
tfWell,?) replied the guar4 .with the
damaged eye, "he sort o' nickname4
himself onf r .
r
a
"What do you mean?"
"First he pried open the cell door
with a Jimmy, then, he knocked me
down with a billy, and then he sallied
forth." Boston Transcript
.

I

.

,

SILK SALE

ENTIRE STOCK OFFERED

.

"Look here, Mr. Humperdlnck," said
Slathers, the iceman, to his neighbor,

$1.25 Messalines, Brown. Blue, Black
Maroon, 36 inches wide, per yard
50c Shu Shu, Debutante and Shon

10 AND 15

Silks, per yard.

65c China Silks,

THE

7

rill

II

fmm

10

Tung'

all colors, guaran-

36c

teed perfect, per yard
50c
Taffetas,
all colors, warranted
to wear, per yard
98c

$1.25

h,

MEN'S BELT'S
PER CENT

DIS-

COUNT ON ALL BOY'S
UNDERWEAR

-

Values

All colors and all
qualities
a line of drummers
samples,
your choice
49C

STORE OF QUAL

Railroad
Avenue

27-inc- h,

50c, 65c, 75c and $1.00-

1

and

.... .$1

BOY'S SUIT BARGAINS

515-51-

.

HOSE

but an extra good
wearing hose, linen toe and heel, per pair 19c
35c Hose, includes our complete stock, of
Lisle Thread, Macos and Cotton hose, always sold 3 pairs for $1.00, per pair
28c
65c Lisle Thread Hose, silk toe and heel,
the best wearing hose made, 8 to 10,
49c
per pair

$6.50 All Wool Knicker- - bocker Suits
$5.25
$6.00 All Wool Knickerbocker Suits
$4.93
$5'.00 All Wool KnickeSuits
rbocker
$4.25
' ' 20 rer cent off all suite
- nnt
'i.JL.-J.1
! auuvc.
quuicu

15c Lonsdale

Cambric, 36
inches
Ver
wide,
fine
yard. . ... 12jc
Underwear,
grade,
$3.00 I2c Lonsdale Sheetings,
per bolt
36 inches , wide, yd., 10
30c grade, fine Underwear,
Lonsdale Hope Muslin
'
,Uic
bolt
$2.75
per
36 inches wide, yd.j 10
25c grade, fine underwear,
10c Unbleached Muslin, good
per bolt
weight, per yard
8c
20c grade, fine Underwear,
8k Unbleached Muslin,
medium weight, per yard 6jc
per bolt.
$2.00

25c Hose, a medium price

"John," asked Mrs. Dorkins, "what
is a 'political con game?' "
you
"Why, it's it's a frame-up- ,
know."
"Yes, but what is a frame-up?-"
"A er piece of bunk, of course,
'
can't you
,
"What's a piece of bunk?"
"Oh, shucks," exclaimed Mr.
"What's the use of trying to
tell a woman anything about politics!" Chicago Tribune.

BEST QUALITIES MADE

ONLY

35c

SPECIAL SALE OF WOMEN'S

Magazine.

MUSLIN SPECIALS

SPECIALS

IfJTU

Gs

E.LasVegas.

n.m:

.1

PPsite

;

Castaneda
WW

.

no,eJ

4
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The Prescrip t ionlst

Grand After
Easter Sale

i

PERSONALS

?

- 31
Judge II. u Waldo
.kL
afternoon from a trip to Kansas
City.
Miss Katherine
Reeelben of Wagon
Mound is vUming friends
in Las
-

.

n.tn.j

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- -, tf
the man who knowa bow
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Oar responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving
store Is faultless from
standpoint that you
take. You may feel
and sure if we Till
prescription.

.'MJk

today.
Mr. and 1 Mrs. W. N. Dlotrlck of
Maxwell are visiting friends In Las
Vegas.

our

C

your

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

1"

We Have

Just

Received a Lot of

Western

Garden
Seed

In Bulk

and
Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

1

J.

A.

Continues Until Sat- urday Nilif, April &j

Isldoro Trujillo, teacher of the
Agui
Zarca school,' wM visiting In town

any
may
safe

When you think
Linoleum or Navajo

V.-

Metoalf of Le Roy was
among the business visitors in this
city today.
W. 0. Haydon. who has boon in
Santa Fe on legal business, returned
home last, night.
Attorney Cliarlos A, Koto returned
last night from a brief visit to Santa
Fe on legal buslneea.
C. M.1 O'Donnoll,
nianagor of the
Bell ranch came in this afternoon and
will spend a short time here.
W. B. Iilasslngham, a Santa Fo official with headquarters In Puoblo,
was a visitor in Us Vegas today.
Ella Gntes," Marlon Nohr and T. N.
Sundwlln of Watrous made up a party of visitors to Laa Vegas yesterday.
A. Staab of Santa Pe arrived this
afternoon and will upend a few day
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Max Nord- haus.
II. C. Vaughan of Kansas City. Mo..
Is here on buslnoss for the Santa F
by which road he Is employed in nn
official capacity.
Mrs. Helen Plunkett Is bore from
her home In Santa Fe for a visit with
her mothor, Mrs. M. J. Woods,
arrived this afternoon.
Mrs. William It. Unal
arrived
this afternoon from her noma, in Aivi.
ffiv,
kano, Wash., to vIhH, hirr
and Mrs. A. T. Hosor, t
Colonel M. M. l'mlwt wMt)riB af
ifcwc
ternoon to All'miwfrjvtA,

1--

Papen

Grocer and Butcher.

lie will

attend

te

the Store
Think of:
ami iU-.$').6() for the
Nnvajos: 1.1. 5 tor the ih'W
18.50 and l'.5t Navajo-Think of:
55c yard for Ilia 7Jp WoUhu(
65c yard for the 8,V? Uwtlewm
Think of:
U
SoM t
6.95 for the
DreitHiTx;
').'5 ifor lite H--

f2

.

PrtiHserH. .

Think of:
').)5 for the l,Vo Oo Calls
with storm from, only at

IDE
0Ml

323

Ntur

PLAV

MlVlft Vm'l

.

'

.

--

R.H.K-niAvelan-

T.

before coffee did its

POSTum
f

is a rebuilder.

"There's a eason"

American Association
At IndlanssfoHs: fit," Paul 5; Indi
onannlla 1.
3; Co
t
lumbus ,
V At Loui'svIHe: tfinneapolls 1; Louis
ft
i
(Tpn tnlnnss.)
Toledo
At Toledo: kaOeas City 5:

L.-A-

Columbiia-UMinneapol-

ls

6--

Old Taylor boorbon
.Bar. , Servea rrom Bar

Try a dram of

at the Opera
rels on the tar.

mm mu

ML

WORKERS

THOMAS SPECIAL TRAIN CARRYING EAST
!
ERNERS TO FRISCO TO SPEND
800 RARE
"'
"
84 HOURS HERE
VOLUMES

FRM6R CHIEF

JUSTICE

IMITH OONATCS

Kotwoon today and Juno 9, it ulut
uut raided in this
Judjie Thomas bo moll tor Laa Yoga to boetn bruh-lUmitli, (tM Mtily t HpT juailo uf Now
up on lUblo history and poliahlug
M)itHH slid entertain
happy inonuv up Its Sunday manner. On that dat
fW ttf Ut Jwm ho oiu in La W a spoilal train boartug from SiKI to
IS Slfltt by hi
Ktfl f SiH ioo Suuday ochool worker on tboir
Mttmeft m the Cawoslo library. Juls way la tho
International
Sunday
fM m Wrtlftod tho Htrry Inwrd School ronvontlou at San FrancUeo,
if his in tti ti ihhv wiu be a- - will arrive In thU eliy. Tho tptx-la-l
ft tihovl Mwo,
Tho volunuvo train ou which the toachar will trawl
oMiM'il'loi by Jud&tk Smith aro rrt w ill be aidotrat KiHi hoto and the trav
tM fllhl will himvo ttf srvat olti- will tMud SI hour horostrotrh- VftUio Ivt
Inn tho klnka cuihI by tho long ride
Iho library.
(t(w
will romom out i4 thoir limb. Tho train will
Aitiy m Vta
jhhIo
hoi- JtHtao
SS
to lirt arrive bore at ;lti p.
Juno 9, and
tttilh,
h
Vilo i;alo auwnoy fur will bave m the follow iuj day at
Now MoAh
1M4 i lss ho
1am-fhiof Btv ftf tho awjuvmo rowri
Sunday Mool people have
Ua toiiiinvx ami
for tho boon nntllfod of tho wmtn of their
HniV-lHh
hoad- - Mlowworker,
jUilioial
Thoy hAve already
W
VN-Itoth a ltttM boiiiiu planning far tho ontertalnroont
giftt.pa aUrtf-Hojtho vUltore, The Melatanoe of the
atl hiof jumh,
Commercial eluh and tho tIUon In
iJia Smith aoan
itmisw tiwllh I a
itlho('ttor and pa
svnoral likely will bo onlUtod In the
work vt pnevldln a Rtwd time for the
soiloma
m'p$ i WWHlsf
ad
r that traveler.
iif vys ff mm
iho wm
A trip la the point of
sotlitHV.
Mo la iw
in Va
Intoroat In tho otty will bo taken
Wiln, V. Jmlso ISwilh'a portrait and tho apolal train may b run
nnw
in tbo oity jibwTjf, An o
over tho Hot. 9prlnM branch In order
him t in tho
(H'llotit iioHoa
that the teaeherw may aoe the beau
tiio (f Wiiiirtw
QoHnof m tho tiful aenory of the canyon. A bl
iih tho idoturea
PWM; wslhovplonle dinner may aleo bo rran?od
tlhoF hM'Wol1 f hiof jalbSa att JmUo for.
hft iwvo roMod in la Yoaa-.Tho vlaltlng Sunday aobool worker
wlU roprcent the Kant, Middle Weet
and South, Among their number will
Annmtmt. h boon tna.lo that bo prominent people from tho varlon
sovxii'O tivavnlnattw in a mm--- elite In all those aoetlona, ThU
Wt wb-iobo hol.l hoi 1iv- an eispellent opportunity fat
Ve
Wm wovt Wilh, Tho
tl)ootj and aah ga and New Meoo to gain some ex
avio m
h.o wh qnalify fat wllont adverting, If the eltlon will
to a little trouhla for the purpoae
Mhv!. May 3 nl
iovaw f minoa, $1,02! of ihowlng the vUltor the varlon
and beautiful
t I,SSA
entorprUea, aohooli
iMi May
eenle apot. rnrther annovtneement ol
j&rti,
navy
0jsowtw Matv lalal
M the plan for the vlalt of tho Sunday
tiM lor rtayi May
tx tTSrt ior
whom people will lx made later.
joarj May S4 and 83
of
ofttee
rnainoor
publto
hl,hxry
road, $t,SS0 per yoar; topographical
"Could vou do soinethlna for a nore
draftsman. $900 to $1,500 per year; old sailor?" asked the
g
forest pathologist, bureau of plant
wanderer at the gate.
12.400
year:
ti.Rnn la
nr
"Poor old Bailor" achood the lady
B(it4 imtted dirties ponltenllBrsr,
work at the tub.
at
M0
1 fullered
Ifliiis, Q;, roust know
the wottor for
"tfes'm,
iioitaf8l'tr, Nfttlonal M
j.np ,yeap
sixteen year."
seum, B0 por mtmtn. runnor uiurma
"WW said tho woman, after a
tlon conwrnlna thp8 oxammnuons critical look, "you certainly don't look
may be obtained at the poBtoffico.
as if you ever caught up with It."
Then she resumed her taDorg.
Ideas.
TbWMH

hp b

fw

et?tl

n

-

(,

-

.

a

jlo

t-- a

mwi'-IW--

oHot

rn,

Wv,

Xvvii

hi
:bn

ff?re

ivTw

fleVSV

a

hcy iwUKW!,

fipc4ttdwttt in the
"litWrw"
vsvfti5sijiTj. The posiiloc
of about $1,400 a year.
ttlch J especially good for a youna
mm just mi of
yvyiivM

iaitHft will It
tiio intiiimia tit Mtty

ifiimMd f:im

t)4 in (mo
ttmioiH
tha Appotutmeut, will Imvp
to sail from San Franclsno about tlio
last ot July. Since the inspection of
the Institute by Captain Laubach, Ca

OR

OTERO NAMED

CONTINENT

RECEIVER

NEWSBOY
BELIEVED TO HOLD COURT
SELECTS HIM TO MAN- RECORD FOR LONO DISTANCE
ACE AFFAIRS OF ALBUHOBOING
QUERQUE EASTERN
New York, April
rry
who aella
wppor

Santa

lUaaehe.

21.-H-

ala-tlo-

itim

ro-altio-n.

f

i

mm1

&hkt Into Your S !
Alien'
th antleptio pow
dor. U relieve
painful anAartln,
tender, nervon feet, and tntntly
take the tin wit of corn and bun
ion. It the greatest comfort dl- rovery o the Os Allen' Iot-R- e
make ttsht or new ahoe fel eay, ft
I
a certain relief for sweating, calAl
lous, wotlea, tired, achin
ways ue it to break tn
Try It today. SaU eTrj"VJw
cent. Dont aceert any taivrtaxrt.
A- FRER trial
adir
len S 01mteJ, Ij Key, 5C. T,

,h

Foot-Gaa-

1

seedy-lookin-

mm

Juda

cae wherein certain creditor sought the removal ot
Kocelver Murray of the New Max
Ut Central railroad. Judge MoFle,
that time ruled that Mr. Murray
hould be retained a receiver ot th
Ited.
New Mexico (VntraL but that tha
n
The boy left the Qrand Central
on June 1 for Albany. !t walked propertlea of the Albuquoroua Ktorn
should be ogregted thereform and
a separate receiver appointed.
Ke
oeiver Otero will at onoo quallry for
tho position by string tha 10,(KK
bond required by tho court and
x'
chars
poet to Immediately
ot tha property with tho view of fretha
tting up Ita affair, aatiafylns
creditor and puttlnjr tb road In
If poaalblo, to rooume contruc-tlo- n
of Ita ltn to Albnquerqw at an
,
early oat.

'

yt

N, MH April SU

NVedncaday tn tho

the "King of the Newboy
and in
order to prove ht ktr.thtp ho sold
newspaper in alt ot the cltto be vUlt
ed. and brought back with him the
badge of the newsboy' union and
tn all of tho cltle he vl

V.--

rsph

re,

in Nw John R. McFi ha appoluted former
Tort "w hen be'l "noV riding on ta Governor Xt, A, Otero a reooiver ot
braka beam ot a railroad car, haa
the proiertk4 of tho AlbuquarqtM
returned to the city from a
latem railroad, Thia action waa tn
trip to SS0 American cities, pursuance of the decision randared
Hlancha
ambition to be known a

19,

hB

det Short things his chances for a
commission as second lieutenant in
ADDITIONAL LGCAL NEWS
the United States army are extra
good. In view of this he may decline
the Philippine commission.
An enjoyable party was given last
Appointments of this kind go a long evening in the O. It. C. hall In tho
way towards proving the standing of Pioneer
building. Railroad men who
New Mexico's military school.
are members of the various railway
orders were guests. Their wives and
WOOD FAVORS REFORMS
lady friends were hostesses. A musicWashington, April 21. Compulsory al program was given during the
military training is advocated by early part of the evening after which
General Leonard Wood, chief of staff dancing was enjoyed by the guests.
of the United States army. General It is planned to give several similar
at Intervals of about one
Wood considers the American army parties
Ho month.
in some respects Inefficient.
proposes that the public schools teach
has matched
military science. Another suggestion ' Secundino Romero
for this Improvement Is the shorten- his racing stallion "Teddy B" against
ing of the terms of enlistment In the the sorrel racer of Tito Melendez.
army and navy, thus permitting The Melendez horse ia the animal
the training of a larger proportion cf that won the big races at the Fourth
men.
cf July celebration here last year.
The race will be run Boon and un
doubtedly will be an Interesting track
event. It will be pulled off at Amusement park.
E. G. MURPHEY
SELLS REMARKThe Misses Marguerite atvl Melon
ABLE CATARRH CURE
Cunningham left this afternoon for
Kansas City, where they wl'l Jolu
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI (pro their mother, who is returning from
into the hard rub an extended visit to Boston.
nounced High-o-mDr. .T.
ber Inhaler and you can then breathe
Cunningham accompanied his
into the lungs the very same antisep- daughters as far as Springer, whore
tic, germ killing air as you would he stopped off to look oer a rancn
breathe in the Australian forests of he owns near that town.
eucalyptus, where catarrh is un
known.
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
And HYOMEI is so pleasant to use; rt... iittl hnv contracted a severe
and as the doctor's
you'll like to use it; when you breath bronchial trouble
cure
not
did
him, I gave him
medicine
i the effect on the inflamed catarrh
Hor.ey and Tar Compound In
Foley'
infected and germ ridden membrane which I have great faith. It cured
is soothing and healing.
the cough as well as the choking and
In five minutes you get such won gagging fpells, and he got well in a
me. Foley's Honey and Tar
derful relief that you will know that short
has many timas saved us
Compound
at last you have a cure for catarrh.
mnnh trouble and we are never with
A HYOMEI outfit which consists of. out It in the house."
O. O. Schafer
K
one bottle of HYOMEI, a hard rubber; and Red Cross Drug Coj ',t
noM Inhftlor. a medicine . droober'' No, Maude, dear; the special po
and simple Instructions lor use, cosi
only $1.00, and extra bottle of HYO1, licemen at railroad stations are not
MET, If afterward needed, costs only there for the sole purpose of prevent'
50 cents.
ing people from taking the trains.
that
remember
And besides catarrh,
HYOMEI Is guaranteed to cure asthThere is some consolation In the
ma. roup, bronclhtls, coughs, colds, fact that even the suffragette hasn't
sore throat, or money back. HYO- altogether outgrown Ice cream aoda.
MEI Is sold by leading druggists
When a young man is Inclined to
and by E. G. Murphey.
Hyo-me- !
Booth's
be
fast there ,i generally a woman
from
free
Bample
Trial
sets the pace.
who
Y.
K.
Co.! Buffalo,

Money Back

EX-GOVERN-

BEAMS ACROSS

visra

LIBRARY

18-n- wnn,

.

work?

II

a Wirtv- -

a profit r is,iv
iyfti
the production At "Mi'Mtih-rfvAND E. GRIGGS ELOPE? Monday night, aov4iwfc kh
wfiiWrfc
Mood ninmuvr. Th
of the play were $276. The ex peat
THIS IS THE QUESTION FRIENDS ot rent of opera "hotiA, InMrwUt, 4
wllalng, ' Arhrft,tuii bloat tipi Wf
OF BOTH ARE ASKING
iiuirtrtoa wet fMH); fftaf
rellnnwu
EACH OTHER
was In the fund to be applied to im
on the debt for the Itllmtn
Miss Carrie payment'
Cupid
Intercepted
curbing
f$51. This, togother
park
Shrock while on a vacation trip to her with the money realized from tho
old home in Ohio and converted her play, will be paid at once, leavin
journey into a honeymoon. At least a balance still to be pall of $65.
that is the belief of many of her The park boad desires to ex'.end
friends, who assert she is now the its thanks to the young people who
wife of E. Griggs. Miss Shrock left &o ably assisted In the staijing of. the
Laa Vegas Tuesday of last week. Mr. play, The Optic, the opera house orGriggs left the same day. Nothing chestra, the Las Vegas band acd all
has been heard from either of them,
others who aided In making the play
v It is believed they met at some the success that it was.
were
No canvass was made for tl.e sale
point In Colorado or Kansas,
married and continued their Journey of tickets and those sold were pur
It has been rumored for chased by. people who desired both to
together.
.some time that Miss Shrock and Mr witness, the performance and show
Griggs were engaged and that the their support of the public parks.
Their
redding would take place soon.
friends had planned to give them a
f f treal weading send-of- f when the happy
heard
event occurred. Doubtless they
BASEBALL SCORES;
of this and decided to spring a little
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
'
'
surprise.
lor
Miss Shrock has been employed
some time as a stenographer for A.
He
'
K. Harris. Mr. Griggs is wealthy.
National League
east-er- a
the
in
"
E
of
H.
R.
Jand
acres
owns many
Score
3
11
9
and middle western states and PitfohnrV
a ...vow
O
While
8
Raton.
of
1
in the neighborhood
Cincinnati
Camnltz and Gibson;
in Las Vegas he made his headquartBatteries
ers In Mr. Harris' office, where he met McQuillen, Keefe and McLean.
R. H.
Score
Miss Shrock.
9 9 1
Chicago
5 10, 6
St. Louis ..,."...;...
AN INCURABLE MALADY
and
Weaver
Pfeister.
'
Ratteripa:
con-,tr21.-;- The
Golden
Washington, April
Steele,
Laudermllk,
Archer;
must
of infantile paralysis today
re- and Bresnahan,
no
specific
since
be by prevention,
ah nther eames in the National
Is known." Bald
rain.
medy or cure for it
Rocke- league postponed;
Dr Simon Flexner of the
feller Institute of Medical Research,
American League
of Scibefore the National Academy
:i
Score
3 9 0
ences The determined effort by many
.'.
s
4 6 1
states to d$al with the epidemic ot
requiring
by
Smith;
and
through prevention
Batteries West, Krapp
commendand quarantine was
innings.)
Clark.
(Ten
and
Powell
out that
-. R.H.E,
ed by Dr. Flexner. Pointing
sftr
its apsince
3 4 4
niiiio'o
20,000 cases had occurred
the
in
2
form
G 13
.
pearance in epidemic
ea.d thaj ueiruii.
Sulli
and
Wa'eh
Payne;
United States, Dr. Flexner
Batteries
had been
oftttA vand Strange.
from 10,000 to 15.000 cripples
r oil. tAvw&Avw
All other games. Mn the American
left by the disease.
or wet neias.
league postponed; Tain
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ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice t hereby
to alt (aa- payert tn freeinct Number S ot ta
County ot Saa Miil. that 1 will V
i
in
In my otOoa, COS Lincoln avaaw
W
n
and
tween the hours
SOUt
H. a
until tlva
ar of
receive returns ot all taxable property. Those failing to do so within the
specified r'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the comBlanche.
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty ot
Harry
25 per cent 'will be Imposed on those
into the area of trains through a
which was being used by work, who fall to make returns.
men.JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
He wore overalls and easily apr 30
;
passed for one of the gang. He has
1
fip use for freight trains, and always
must be given to
When
mtdlolne
a
rides, not on, but beneath passenger young oahlldren It should be
pleasant
cars. Railroad men do not look for to take. Chamberlain'
Cough Remas
a
there
they edy is made from loaf sugar, and the
stowaways
frequently
'
do on freight trains.
roots used In it preparation give It
During the four and a half month a flavor similar to maple syrup, makthat be has been away from Nw York ing It pleasant to take. It has no upe-rlo-r
Blanche went a far south a Jaokson
for cold, croup and whooping
vllle, Fla., and as far north a Quebeo, cough. For sale by all drugfist,
---m
Canada, as far west as San Franolseo.
f?
and as far east as lloston.
Mdlclh
Children
'
for
8f
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Is a taf and effective medlolne for
Many a young man with a brilliant
children
does not contain opiates
future ha boon dazzled long bofore or harmful Itdruiii.
The eoniuen Fob
he caught up with It
cy'i Honey and Tar Compound I in
Fresh people are & good bit like a yellow package, o. Q. Bchaofer and
fresh paint. If you sit on them you Red Crost Drug Co.
are aptto get the "worst ot It.
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s
of an hour he
For
had been saying good night. The lamp
had burned low, and the moment
"Would you
seemed
propitious.
scream If I should kiss you?" he asked. "Now, George, you knotf very
well I have such a cold I can scarcely
speak above a whisper," she replied.
Puzzle: What did George do?
three-quarter-

Lame shouiier is nearly always due
to rheumatism dt the muBcles, and
quickly yields to the free application
ot Cnamberlaln's Liniment Sold by
all druggists.
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the

Frank Revell,

It Is quite natural that flloa should
finest draught beers served over any
come with the opening of the baseball
bar in the city.
season.

CONTRACTOR and UUILDKR
IMlmato FurnUhed on All Kind of
Flnch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Building Job Woife a Specialty.
Best draught beer in the city, at
tn the wood. Direct from distillery
Main 830.
Phone
course.
Opposite Optlo.
of
the Lobby,
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
O

Our Good Advice

O

Is for everyone to open a saving account while
they have an earning ability, and to nave systematically. Getting interest on deposits in the easiest
way to make money ever known.

Our Savings Bank
to
Offer man'

.

-

advantages-

depositors,

two

f

the

be to yaur advantaKe to have an account with thU
,
bank, why don't you?
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THE

CHURCH

DECREE OF SEPARATION
IS FINISHED AND MADE
PUBLIC

Lisbon, April 21. The cabinet has
finished the decree of separation of

COLUMN

church and state. The main points
are:
The state concedes entire liberty of
all creeds, the Catholics creed ceasing
to be the state religion from the date
of the promulgation. Henceforth, all
churches will be maintained by their
flocks.
The beneficed clergy will
continue to receive stipends until July
after which they will be paid pen
sions.

Optic's Number, Main 2.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Eitlmate six ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. All advertisements charged will, be booked at space actually
set, without regard to number of
words. Cash In advance preferred.

HE

Labor Notes

ORTUGAL DIVORCES,.

The property necessary to the cele
bration of public worship will be ceded to the clergy free of cost. All
the Portuguese and foreign clergy engaged in religious work will continue
as hitherto, but all others must ob
tain authorization. All the religious
property which Is proved to belong to
private individuals, either Portuguese
or foreign, will be respected. British
and other foreign seminaries will be
allowed to remain, but persons continted with the eemonarles will not
be allowed In the streets in clerical

LOBBY

1

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

The Wisconsin Farmers' union will
erect a $250,000 packing plant.
Chicago bookbinders demand a wage
increase of $1.50 a week from May 1.
Of the fifteen members of the
board of aldermen of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., eight are union men.
There are now 67 factories in
Brantford, Ont., with an aggregate of
6,500 employes,
receiving annually
$3,100,000 In wages.
Just sixty years ago, in 1851, the
first organized strike of printers ocYork City, on the
curred In New
Journal of Commerce.
Figures show that Pennsylvania Is
producing more coal per life lost than
is nroduced in Great Britain or in
most of the United States.
The City of Milwaukee, Wis., ex
pects to clear $20,000 on two big mu
which
are being
nlcipal dances
arranged for the benefit of the unem
ployed.
According to conservative estimates
the contributions to the Los Angefes
strike fund from San Francisco alone
have reached a grand total of about

HE BEST GOODS

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of the fourth
A. M. Regular com-

Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

conclave second

Tues-- "

corder.

......

o

E. Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month, at Fra
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W
Condon, Secretary

. O.

NO.

,..

.,

..

2

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halt Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited- - J.
K. Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

day In each month at Ma-sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LAS
ROYAL ARCH MASONS

....

B. P. O. ELKS

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-sul-

3,

Regular

convocation first Monday
In each month at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
$200,000.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
Boston's city council recently went
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Chas. H- - Sporleder,
on record as favoring the passage of
NO. 804 Meets second- and fourth
an act by the legislature, providing secretary.
Thursday 'In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
for the pensioning of aged City embuilding. Visiting members are cor
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
ployes, laborers especially.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursThe Australian labor conference has
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Mrs.
days in Masonic Temple.
week and a 6
declared for a
WANTED Good cotton rags. Must garb.
An the, Catholic will no longer be
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matrou; I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
women employed In fachour
for,
day
be clean, soft and large, 5o per
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
the state religion, priests may marry, tories, together with a minimum wage
1. Meets every Monday evening at
pound. Optic Office.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
In case of death, pensions will revert of $2 a day.
their hall on Sixth street. All visit.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
law
to the parents, widow or children.
The recentlv enacted
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
The decree will be promulgated to for women in Michigan totally ex
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. Q.; A,
NU
LODGE
1,
DORADO
day or tomorrow.
T. Rogers, V. Q.; T. M. Elwood,
empts from Its protection all engaged EL
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
In preserving perishable goods in fruit
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
FOR SALE No. 2 Densmore type-Caeveestablishments.
and
canning
every
vegetable
Monday
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee,
state
and
at Optic office.
The separation of church
writer, $10.00.
of coal in
The total production
ning in Castle hall.
was announced In a decree issued by
the year 1910 was
Vlstting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
FOR SALE Two good milch cows. the provisional government last Octo Pennsylvania during
tons,
by 187,711
produced
231,966,070
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
were
1023 Tildes.
invited.
of
the separation
ber. Details
cordially
employes in the bituminous region
Meets the second and fourth FriChas. E. Llebscbleft for the consideration of the cabi and 167,927 in the anthracite region, a
days of each month In the W. O.
nler, Chancellor
FOR SALS New
house on cor- net.
total of 355,638 employes.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Commander.
ner. Three lots, large pantry, 11
Harry
The announcement by Foreign Min
council of Vancouver, B,
The
city
Venerable Consul; George
Clay,
of
closets- - Modern except heat. Bar- ister Machado last January that the
Martin,
Keeper
committee
C, has appointed a special
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Records and Seal,
gain for party needing convenient dpcree would be promulgated within a to
Into the question of civic em
go
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighhome.
Liberal terms. Would ac- month led to the Issuance of a pas
ployes' wages generally. This action BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
bors are cordially Invited.
cept smal'er desirable place as part toral letter signed by the patrlach resulted from the demands of
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
payment. C. M. Daugherty, 1004 ot Lisbon to the archbishops and
for
in various departments,
DENTISTS.
and third Wednesdays of each
Third street,
bishops of Portugal. That letter, higher wages.
month
at
Brotherhood
Fraternal
for
while It acclaimed the government
The Metropolitan Life Insurance
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
FOR SALE Cheap, a $75 refrigerator certain measures, criticised It harshly
company Is making arrangements to
Glvens, Secretary.
Visiting mem
in use only a short time. Inquire because of the dissolution proposal. build a tuberculosis sanatorium
DENTIST
on
bers cordially Invited.
1107 Douglas.
ordered
the
from
miles
The government
Office Pioneer Building
provin Mt. McGregor, situated six
cial Kovemors to forbid tfc reading Saratoga Springs, N. Y.. to be devot
Rooms 3 and 4
COR BJkJJB- l- lmm
FRATERNAL
blasthm ot 11
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
or th pastoral
antt latr the ed to the treatment ot the company'
Office
Phone Main 57
102
Meet
crlpuona. notary aoais ana reo- - arrest ot severallt.tr,
every
at
Monday
night
priests followed for, employes.
Residence
Main 413
Phone
ords at The Optlo ofCce.
their
hall
In
the
Schmidt
building,
disobeying.
Sacramento, Calif., labor unions
west of Fountain Square, at eight
have announced through their centra!
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
ir'OR
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
organization that they intend to 'go
DENTIST
welcome.
Fred Phillips, presl
dially
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
Into politics. The central labor bodies
Carrie
C,
dent;
Schrock,
must accompany' order. Mrs. Mag
Secretary;
of Springfield, 111., and Chicago also
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
A CALL FOR INDUSTRIAL
'
Bally, Treasurer.
gie E. Stereos, Humboldt, Kan- - R 2.
notice that they shall or
have
given
at office and residence.
MISSIONARIES
ganize a party In each city.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
A concerted attempt is being made
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tues
ATTORNEYS
by union fishermen to control the
day of the month In the vestry
Calls have come to the Y. M. C. A. salmon business of the Pacific coast
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H. Hunker
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT Books o
Chester A. Hunker
to furnish teachers and instructors The Union Fishermen's
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
or
Individuals
corporations
opened,
in a school with 300 boys in the Phil- company, with headquarters at As
HUNKER & HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
closed, checked or audited. Small
Attorneys at Law
sets of books kept up at moderate ippines. An industrial teacher, is toria, Ore., is negotiating for the erec
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
additional plants in that lo
Las Vegas
retary.
charge. F. W Van Ness, Box 52, wanted in India who can teach farm- tion of
New Mexico
and tlnsmithing, cality.
ing, carpentering
City.
reta
of
for
g
Agitation
early closing
soapmaking, shoemaklng and
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
are also to the attempted stores, which was started sfcver:
One Conductor Helped Back to Work
Notice
la hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it
trades
assemblies
the
Mr. Wilford Adams Is his name, and when the right man who combines the years ago by
may concern that the following de-he writes: "I was confined to my bed ability to develop character of the of Minneapolis and St. Paul, in cod may concern that the following de- ecnoea
estray animal was taken up by
scribed
was
animal
taken
two
estray
of
locals
the
the
with
with chronlo rheumatism
up by
and used students as well as teach a trade Is Junction
san Antonio, N. M.
ceiipe
cernai,
Jose
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy found for
.
Chavlra, Tome, N. M.
rr i: l i .
Retail Clerks' association, is to be re
Another
the
mission
wne
place.
oerry color pony
'with good effect. The third ibootle put
reanewed
the
One
dark
t
again
horse
during
spring
bay
mare
in
man
asks
a
for
4
or 6 years old, about
about
Ragoon, Burma,
me on my feet and I resumed work as
years old, 4 feet nine inches high.
five feet high.
conductor on the Lexington, Ky., to be superintendent of a mission son.
Branded .
Street Railway. It will do all you press employing 200 hands. This is
i
Branded
I
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
claim In cases of rheumatism." It one of the best and most
On right hip
On left shoulder
fomplete of Charles How
clears the blood of urlo add. O. G.
deceased.
Bradley,
Said animal being unknown to this
and
in
the
Branded
printing
publishing
plants
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"
On right shoulder
east and up to date In every particu- Territory of New Mexico,
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
County of San Miguel.
lar Another man is needed in Mexico
Said animal belns unknown tn mi.
Office of the Probate Court, San Mi- days after last appearance of this ad Board, unless claimed bv
who can direct a mission press and
LOCAL TIDE CARD
vertisement, said estray will ba sold before May 10, 1911, said date
being 10
look after the financial affairs of the guel County, New Mexico.
by this Board for the benefit of the
To
All
Whom
It
days after last appearance of this adGreetMay
owner when found.
Concern,
In
a
For
station.
West
position
WESTBOUND
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ing:
China, a man is needed who will be
oy wis uoara lor the benefit of the
Arrive
M.
Albuaneraue.
N.
You
are
hereby informed that the First
owner when found.
No. 1
1:50 P. M. superintendent of construction work; 13th
11
18,
pub.
Apr.
last
28,
pub. April
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
day of May, A, D. 1911, has been
No. 3 .'.
6:15 A. M. lu Hawaii a boarding school needs set
AlbuaatvniiA. N M
the
Honorable
Probate
Court
by
in
who
an
instructor
knows
carpentry
No. 7
5 :15 P. M.
First
18,
last pub. April 28, '11
pub.
Apr.
In
for
and
Advertisement
the
Estray
County and Territory
. 6:35 P. M. as well now to do all sorts of things,
No. 9
Notice
la
aforesaid
whom
to
as
on
it
the
hereby
to
which
day
given
handle farm machinery, build roads
Depart
may concern that the
de
Estray Advertisement
an industrial prove the last will and testament of scribed estray animal wasfollowing
No. 1
2:10 P. M. and make furniture;
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
taken up by
said
Charles
How
deceased.
Bradley,
w. Li. warren, ciavton. n m
may concern that the following deNo. 3
6:20 A. M. leader Is needed in West Central '
In Testmony Whereof I have hereOne red cow, 3 years old. scribed estray animal was taken nn t..- No. 7
5:40 P. M. Africa; a business agent, demonstraManuel Lopez, Las Cruces. N M.
Branded
7:00 P. M. tor and accountant in Bulgaria, anoth- unto set my hand and official seal of
No. 9
One . bay yearling colt.o;
the
this
16th
Probate
of
Court,
On left ribs
day
nIN
er in Central Turkey; an industrial
Branded
EAST BOUND
Said animal being unknown to this
worker for India to teach carpentry, March, .A. D. 1911.
On left neck
LORENZO DELGADO,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Arrive
machinery, blacksmltblng and wood (Seal)
Said animal being unknown to t.ni
before
10,
10
1911,
said
May
Clerk
date
of
Court.
the
Probate
being
9:10 P. M. working; a
In
No. 2
Is wanted
unless claimed by owner nn n.
Board,
after
adlast
days
.
appearance of this
11:10 P. M. Korea who Is a stenographer
No. 4
and
said estray will be sold before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
vertisement,
M.
A.
8
1:15
No.
typewriter and can supervise colby this Board for the benefit of the days after last appearance of this au
1:45 P. M. porters. Over 4,800 student volunNo. 10
owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by hbla Board for the benefit of the
Depart
teers have found their way to the for. of Francis Emily Fenton, deceased.
owner when found.
Albuaueraue. N. M.
9:15 P. M. eign mission fields largely through
No 2
New Mexico
CATTLE SANITARY BOART)
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
11:20 P. M. the college association movement in Territory of
No. 4
of
San
Albuquerque, N. M
MlgueL
County
1:25 A. M. the past ten years, but most of them
No. 8
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
M.
2:10 P.
No. 10
as preachers and medical mission of San Miguel, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
aries. In J.his kind tit field there are To All Whom It May Concern, GreetEstray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom Jt
may concern that the following deoportunities for lualified men who
ing:
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following dewant to serve men in foreign lands
You are hereby notified that the M. T. Nix, Rosebud, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
who are not preachers.
25th day of May. A. D. 1911, has been
One roan pony horse 12 or W. C. Simpson, Demlng, N. M.
One dun horse, about 15
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court, 15 years old. "
years old.
Branded
Mrs. F. Marti, SL Joe, Mich., says: in and for the county and territory
Branded
J
Or. left hip
ENGRAVERS-PRINTER- S
"Our little boy contracted a severe aforesaid as the day to prove the last
On left hip
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's will and testament of said Frances
Said animal being unknown to this
medicine did not cure him, I gave him Emily Fenton, deceased.
Said animal being unknown to th.s
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound In
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
In
herebefore
have
I
10
10,
1911,
w
Whereof,
said
May
Testimony
date being
which I have great faith. It cured
before May 10, 1911, said date being 10
the cough as well as the choking and unto set my hand and affixed the seal days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this adgagging spells, and he got well In a of the Probate Court this 28th day of vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
short Ime. Foley's Honey and Tar March. A. D. 191L
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.'
Compound has many times saved us
owner when found.
LORENZO
,
DELGADO,
(Seal)
CATTLE
8ANITARY
BOARD.
we
never
withare
and
much trouble
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Court.
of
Clerk
Probate
the
M.
N.
G.
out it In the house." O.
Schafer
Albuquerque,
Albuaueraue. N. ' m
First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11 First pub. Apr. 18, last pub. April 28, '11
and Red Cross Drug Co,
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is fully prepared to( handle
Job Printing of every kind

em-nlov-

Miscellaneous

.

CORRECT:

PIITI

IS AN

ART

i

0

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.
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We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
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Continuous flduertisinn
WHAT makes your name familiar and
identihes itt with your business. Continuous-never
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
q If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out
TS
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If Real

BEGINS JOURNEY

War Should Corned
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Answer of Insurgents in Camp at San Antonio
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What Would the American Army Do?

TO EUROPE
nc.T mtAIW PRELATE
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By ARTHUR RUHL, Collier's Staff Comspondtnt
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un oamp at San Antonio) t ) onlst rose In his Just wrath, and
""""" "l "w 10 nanaie it except on
O
omu - re,
.
This seems to be an
M., April 21. His
drove the tyrant from our shores, yet paper than a rabbit. To be
appropriate
sure,
Grace, the Moat Rev. Archblshon J. moment for some bright young lnsur- - M. took, first and last, 395,000 men to one
brigade hiked
out
to Leon
B. Pitaval. head of the archdiocese of gent officer
and there are "lnsur- - win from 150,000 British aoldiera, springs and got a little
practical work
Santa Fe, embracing 102,000 square gents in the
army, as there are. an-- Washington's advice and warnings but the whole outfit ought to hike
miles, has left Santa Fe on a Journey rarently, almost
everywhere else In were disregarded. The country trust- out there. We ought to get used to
to Rome, to make his visit "ad 11m We
world today to do for careless ed to luck, and In the War of 1812, worung together to know each other
ina," or "to the gates" of the Vati Americans what
Major du Maurier over the land operations o which The artillery mightn't like to march
can, calling on His Holiness Pope did for
-An most of our historians draw a kind behind the Infantry, hut in actual war
and writ
England,
Plus X, as Is customary once In ten mer
leans Home." The first act of iridescent veil. It took 627.C54 men they would have to. It may take sev
years for bishops and archblBhops of ould be laid
eral nours to execute a movement
on the Callfornian in- - to meet 55,000 of the enemy.
the Roman Catholic church.
tead of the English coast in one oi
looked
The Civil war ia
upon by wnicn looks simple enough on naDer.
The archbishop goes to Chicago,
those sunny,
mnnt
raneratlon
less ana mat with nothing to oppose you
nf
rardiiis
tha
nrnnt
where he will meet Archbishop Qulg-lecross the bay from San Francisco, as a war, in the aense In which the uui.
Iew Dusnes and fences. We
and thence to Washington to atought to find that out and know how
tor instance and at
d
e
so
would
be
thare
war
tend the meeting of the archbishops
suddenly appear out of the Pa- - sidered, than as an Inevitable moral it feels. We ought to cut loose from
of the United States April 27. From
cific
instead of the creepy Uer- - conflict, a tragedy of nature, ao to the railroad and post, if the quarter
fog,
Chicago he will likely go to New York
man officer of Major du Maurier's speak, necessary to our birth as a master's department thinks it can't be
City and will there visit Archbishop
done, tell 'em it's got to be done. We
play, an incredibly capable little nation. Yet It Is Interesting, for
Farley and other prelates.
might get our field equipment someathlewith
It
nothlns
more,
ancculation.
gentleman
of
short,
posea
On May 18 the MeGrane excursion
how if we had to use it."
legs, brown skin, and slanting to consider what might have happen- was to sail for Europe and Arch
u the federal Bovernmwit had had likeYou will' hear a great deal of talk
bishop Pitaval had been asked to ac eyes.
this. More work in tha
One-ha- lf
Retail-Price;The third act would end with San ovon a amall ffflcUMit monlta srrny more maneuvers
company It as spiritual director but
and
this
doesn't
In
1S61, what
the date of the sailing of this part Francisco in the hands of 200,000 Jap-- to aom) Ut the fMtl
rnwiu mazing away with blank cart
mtitht have done had
may do cnangea. it has been an anese, and the final curtain might go JoftVraon
at a distance at which both
ridges
nounced repeatedly in the press that down on the Japanese in possession ho known that th tuwith had his forces would have
tr Knowing, as mniiaiea in actuallong since been anthis year the Holy Father will receive of the Hawaiian Islands, the Panmau army t
battle, but real
no pilgrimages In a body, and this Canal, and our western mountain he kww vwry wU freiu hta expert-passe- problems in
an advance, ma
making
war.
decision' is said to have called off
that the
with the good old American eno ao wivUvf t
neuvering in the presence of a theo
sovwww h4 nothing nt all. retical enemy, handling situations as
many excursions to the Eternal City.
slowly waking up to the bio
The archbishop, however, will make they would undoubtedly
Ht thu far over they arise.
ultimately Tli! Civil war h
his visit to Rome whether he goes deliver, looking rather helplessly nine Milton or uouara. ana It is sttu
"We have gone too long," so the
1
with the McGrane party or not.
costm m piston one muuireu ana younger men
across our western deserts.
object, "on the theory
While In Europe it is thought His
Such an invasion may be the uUo islx,' millions a .Year, which. It Is said. that war is a science instead of an
Grace will likely visit his birthplace holio dream that it
'
W rein art; that there are set normal ways
probably seems fi
in Lyons, France, and other cities
cost
on
world arraa- - of doing
of
the
the
entire
j
it
may
the majority of Americans, or
things which can be learned
The archbishop will likely be asked be
out of books. The Germans regard
not unreasonable danger that menthe
to preach In some of the large cities
tactics as an art; they are all for
Two Years to Build Grant's Army
it appears to some of those acquaint- of this country as well as Europe
ed with our lack of defense. I d )
men do not consider that the Initiative, practical work, settling each
Army
that he will visit before his return not
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threaten to be a military critic, first tw0 year8 0f tne clvil war ,ere problem according to the clrcumstan
home and he is considered one of the
ces.
see
the
j not
like to
war at a1 m the mo,ierll military
beet pulpit orators in the church. His but. I should certainly
When the French army was In
the Sen9e 0f the word. It was a struggle
at
might
permit
least,
It,
play.
splendid presence and his rich, pow
front
of Metz before the battle of
as
the
see
to
army
citizen
two
between
mobs, equally brave,
erful voice at once engage the atten- thoughtless
Von der Goltz saw them
Gravelotte,
e
tion of his hearers while the theme the army sees itself, might bring equally determined, and equally
the facts organized. Granting that the war was retreating across the river. He had
of
some
him
to
of New Mexico which is dear to the
home to those wno nave inevitable, how much of Its appalling no orders to attack, yet he flung his
archbishop's heart, proves always of brought
brigade of 6,000 against two army
ONE-HAL- F
Intense interest to 'Roman Catholics watched the curious little drama here.- cost wa3 als0 inevitable and how
of 60,000 Frenchmen. If he
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fort- much the
a
American
spend
Could
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every
who are interested in this mission
price
unpreparedness and hadn't done
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ight in this camp he mignt noi neeu inefficiency? If we are paying ten
ary land.
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escaped
dramafacts
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to have
per cent jnterest on tne entire world he
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tized. He would hear army reorgani- armament for pensions now,
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what came. He took
a chance. Steinmetz
or
militarists
would we have to pay after a war in
New York, April 21. Details have zation talked, (not by
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by quiet,
iour present situation with a
tacking a whole army without orders,
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the Thompson trophy, donated by the managed as a railroad, for Instance, the Japanese to land an army or
A Comparison With Germany
any other typical American enter 200,000 men on our "Pacific coast.
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need
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not
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typical of the whole Ger- precision
club. The tournament Is to be held prise.
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previous
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made an annual affair. Teams will atter he has seen the new recruits the transports to do it. However, tical work. We go to them because Its dwn organization, the writer Is
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If
available.
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.that phase of the matter has perhaps
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so
and
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less
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at
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at
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war, he gave orders that Were equal the zeal of
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mitted them. They feel that time is
o'clock. The first five frames and pened if ten thousand young
army by that time that under
thousand regulars should decide that she wants territen
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instead
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wasted, for it is, Indeed, true
being
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the total
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stood how to carry them out. In Bull
out of their city tory in South America well, you
that the most important news of the
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Run,
mud, in have seen this mobilization here do
most
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which this
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thirty
he German military attache will report pressed
for a good part of its time here,
to do more than state a general plan; the fact that there are none.
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he had to explain even the posting
might see the value
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
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Strawberries
FOR TOMORROW
the

Wanted Good cotton rags. Must be
clean, soft and large, 60 per pound.
Optic of floe.
Pork steak and Mexican chile sup
per at White Kitchen. Meals 25c. No
extra charge for eggs or plain steus
with meals.

IKE. DAVIS

The 92nd anniversary celebration of
Odd Fellows has been post
poned from Monday night to Wednesday night of next week. '

193 or Main 194

the local

I

k

I

CALL ON US
Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!!

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 13J

l

3

1
?

8 7 tt

'Corsets for men are the rage In
New Tcrk for, 3ummer wear,' n corset salesman, said at, the Castaneda
hoel today. "Many will wear them
for afternoon and evening dress. The
styles most worn are distinctly form
fitting."

First National Bank
OF

I T,

First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT REYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

with

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

if it

the

same

flour--Yo- u

way

will

remember the quality
of our

CREAM

LOAF

FLOUR

long after the price

has been

forgotten.

TRY ONE SACK AND

SATISFY YOURSELF

E

J.H. STEARNS

Cooked Rolled Oats Ready
to Serve

First Oatmeal Cooked, Ready
to Serve Ever Manufactured

GROCER.

it

&

1

PHONE MAIN 379

Santa Fe employes and their friends
san look forward to still one mora excellent entertainment this season.
were made yesterday for
the appearance here on Sunday evening,' April 30 of the Euterpeen Ladles
chorus. The chorus is made up ct
voices and will give Its
twenty-si- x
performance in the Duncan opera
house. The ensemble singing of ihe
chorus is said to be beautiful while
each of its members is an artist in
ber line. In addition to the singers
the company carries a reader an expert
whistler and an accompanist. Announcement as to reservations
if
scats wll be made at a later date.

01d

Hayward Co. Store

Excitement and fun will

The Eagles will enjoy a social ses
sion and banquet tonight. Turkey and
other good things, not forgetting
plenty of dope that makes swallowbe provided. The
ing easy, will
Eagles are looking forward to lots of
fun. They have invited visiting Eagles
and friends of the lodge to be pres
ent and join in the merrymaking.
The entertainment commltteee of
the B'Nal B'Rith lodge has notified
the members of a dance to be given
by the organization Tuesday evening
April 25. The dance is to be a picnic
affair and the members have been
notified to bring their lunch and a
tin cup. "We will ' furnish the water," the committee has announced.
Carpenters were at work today repairing the benches in the Plaza
park. During the winter several
benches were broken. The park is
now a beauty spot The grass is
growing rapidly and the flower beds
show the attentions of the caretaker.

35c Each or 3 for $1.00

--

Store Phone Main

be

un--

WE ALWAYS

'

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

Our hats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the maker then
by us. Our sto.ck is now full to the brim with Soft Hats and
Derbys. We have just received our complete line of Panamas
and Sailors in all the latest blocks.

WE WILL GLADLY
SHOW YOU

Soft

4iats--Derb-

ys

Greenberger

'I ;

"A Square Deal"

nn
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WE PROMISE
Received of the Graaf Dry Goods
Co., $5.00 as per advertised promise
to largest customer during recent
sale.
DO AS

Don't heat your carpets and start the
germs to flying, use
the Vacuum Gleaner.
Picks up dirt and
germs. We rent the
cleaner for $1 a day.

MRS. F. G. FARNHAM,
712 Fifth Street.
Graaf s first for your wants.

Lace

Curtains
Our department

for

caring

for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling.
In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use" of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process
We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Lbs Vegas Light
&

Power

Go.

Phone Main 206.

BE SURE YOU HEAR

Dr. Roberts' Great Lecture
--

V'V

"Humor and Pathos of Travel"
Friday Evening, April 21

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Under Auspices of Epworth League

Phone Main 81.

AT

First M. E. Church

WHY

Ull!! WHOLE

WHEAT BREAD
Is the Best to Use
It contains all the elements
necessary for building1, nourishing 'and sustaining the
human body.
Especially
beneficial for those who suffer from indigestion. "Made
m a sanitary-- way, baked in
a sanitary oven. ' '

r

Perry Onion & Son
i

Is the first thing you notice in the
dress of The Other Fellow and you
may be assured it is the first thing
he notices about your dress. Have
THAT right and you are SURE
to pass muster of critical eyes.

lfeld

corkedVln Las Vegas during the week
beginning May 1, when the Leonard

F. H. Pierce is completing a summer house near the site of the new
Agua Pura dam in the Peterson can
yon. The building is of ?on? and
cement. It has several rooms, one
of which is 20 by 30 .feet. An im
mense fire place la located n the living room. The house is situated on
the north side of the canyon and af
fords an excellent view of the reservoir. An avenue has been cut through
the trees and makes a pretty drive
way to the building. A garage for
the storage of automobiles is also be-Ibuilt..

fionopfll Jarniiominnf AiAnrimn Roanlif Fnon
arl Druschki, La France, Crimson Rambler

r

H AT

Amusement company will be here
and conduct a comical under the auspices of the Greater Las Vegas band.
The company Is now showing in Al
buquerque for the Beavers and has
made a big hit with the people of
the Duke City. The best recommendation for the show is that it is clean
and free from any objectionable features, while it provides a high class
of entertainment and plenty of fun.
Several free attractions are given by
the company daily, including a sensational balloon ascension and parachute leap. During the carnival the
Miss Loretta Fetts, formerly a resi- band will conduct a contest to deterdent of this city when she attended mine who is the most popular
girl in
the Normal University, died Wednes- Las Vegas. A diamond
will be
ring
day at Nolan, where she bad been awarded the winner of the contest on
living on a claim the past two years. the closing night of the carnival.
With her at the time of death were
three sisters, Miss Victoria Fetts,
The funeral of Helen, the baby
Miss Margaret Fetts and Mrs. H. J.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Wil
daughter
was twenty-or- e
Miller. The deceased
who died yesterday, will be
liams,
years of age. The body was held tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
prepared for shipment by J. C. John-se- n 'clock from the
family home. 707
and Son of this city, and yester- Main avenue.
Services will be con
the
S.
D.,
day was sent to Ramona,
ducted by Rev. E. C. Anderson, pas
family home, for interment, accom- tor of the Methodist
church, and
panied by Miss Victoria Fetts.
burial will be in Odd Fellows

Dormant Rose Bushes

2-Year--
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614 Lincoln Avenue
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wouldn't want
pooregg for breakfast

It's

Phone Vegas 450
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v Two marriage licenses were issued
yesterday at the court house. The
couples made happy were Feliciana
Martlnes, 16, lxa Alamos, and Bpifa-Di- o
Martlne, 19, Sapello; Lulsa Hen-ly, 16, Lorenzo Roybal, 22, both of
The board of county commissioners
Los Alamos.
will meet tomorrow in special session
to sign contracts for the erection of
The
Hunting proved a profitable
the three new county bridges.
for J. D. Johnston of Buxton and Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
N. K. IDlxon, who resides in Louis- Works of Leavenworth, Kan., which
ville, Ky. In the neighborhood of is the lowest bidder, was awarded the
Montoza recently, Johnstone killed
job at a recent meeting of the com
five coyotes and twelve wild cats. missioners and the action tomorrow
Dixon slaughtered twenty-fiv- e
coyotes.' will be the formal signing of the con
Johnstone yesterday applied at the tract. The three bridges will cost
court house for $34 bounty. Dixon's about
$14,000.
claim amounted to $50. These are the
have
largest claims for bounty that
C. C. Fleck now has on exhibition
been presented this year.
in the window of the Romero book
store on Bridge street a revolver carried by him in the Civil war when
a he was a member of the First New
You
York Light Artillery. The weapon is
an antiquated affair and was equipped
was
before it was altered
with a flint-loc- k
would you?
for the use of caps.

even

Panamas Sailors

Sold on the Easiest Terms

n

The
Las Vegas, New Mexico

Program Photoplay theater tonight:
"The Little Sheperdess," "Oriental
Abduction," "Getting Even," "The
Changeling," and "Schultz Has the
Smallpox." Fine subjects, all good.
We are prepared to take care of
any and all kinds of cleaning and
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Pressing
Main 35.

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

H T. I B II

Arthur Rutledge has purchased a
one-hal- f
Interest in the Kareful Klothing Kleaning company on Lincoln
avenue and will assist in the conduction of the place.
The B. Y. P. U. of the Baptist
church will hold a business meeting
and social in the church parlors Fri
day evening at 8 o'clock. A cordial
Invitation is extended to all.

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE

H fi T A
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and
Mrs. Davis, ladles' tailored
1017
Tilden.
Telephone
gowns.
fancy
Main 357.

Order Earlv

FREE!

at

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
at Long's Buffet

Fruits and Green Vegetables

Phone Main

bar

Old Crow sold over the
Long's Buffet.

Cbaio is no Stronger Than Its Weakest Link
A steel range is no better than its weakest point."
Some ranges have many good points, but also many
BAD points.
The MAJESTIC Malleable Iron
has
more
Range
really good, features than any other,
and this fact is recognized by thousands , of users.

Always -- get the best at Nolette't
barber shop.

We have pienty of them ordered

Together with everything
market affords in

A

LULAL NUHS

.

"There's a Reason"

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 ibs to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 lbs., to 200 Ibt, each delivery
Lea
than 50 lbs., each delivery,

50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA GO&TPANY

Harvesters, Stofers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
.
Douglas Avenue.

SCREENED
Anthracite

Cof ailpizes.

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

100 lbs.
2oc per 1i0 lbs.
30c per 100 Ibs
40c per 100 lbs.

per

Foot of Main St.

am
791

LUMP

ceIrTllos
'

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Phono Main 21
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